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N.B. Please note that Sections 2, 
3 and 4 (Building Construction, 
Building Performance, and 
Building Delivery respectively) 
have been assigned to and 
assessed through each Capriccio 
View in different combinations. 
Emphasising the importance of 
Capriccio as a driving force for 
design and communication, it was 
deemed natural to organise the DR 
report around approaching them.  
Resultingly, the pages below are 
organised by Capriccio, and cross-
referenced with traditional DR 
sections which they relate to.

I have designated Section 2 as the 
DR focus. 
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‘THE STEERING 
COMMITTEE’S CAPRICCIO’

Capriccio: ‘a dreamlike interpretation of the subject of a work that comes from 
a free imagination’ - Filippo Baldinucci 

Overview

Venice and its Lagoon were designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 
1987. 

A recent UNESCO mission report to the site found that the steering committee, 
made up of 21 organisational bodies, lacked ‘a shared vision for Venice 
among the many different stakeholders’, and ‘no commonly developed and 
accepted mechanisms’ for decision making. Tidal barriers in construction 
since 2005 have been held back due to corruption scandals.  

The Steering Committee’s Capriccio is a proposal for a new headquarters 
and debating chamber for the UNESCO Steering Committee of Venice. It 
is thought that a highly visible proposal will become a new landmark for the 
city, increasing transparency of and participation in debates regarding the 
city’s operation and preservation. It will integrate the public into currently 
inaccessible conversations. 

Though very much contemporary, the project will mirror vernacular elements 
of Venice to become both familiar and not. 

Key Design Questions

Situated on a derelict bridge to the car parking island of Tronchetto to the 
west of historic Venice, the project considers the following design questions:

- How can the site (the abandoned ‘bridge to nowhere’) be re-purposed as an 
intentional landmark; a gateway to the city? 

- How can the proposal present a jarring, false, or disconcerting appearance 
from pre-defined viewpoints? Through playing with perspectives of the 
approach, how can the building become ‘Capriccio’?

- How can the proposal encourage participation and engagement (of 
locals and tourists alike) in UNESCO matters regarding the operation and 
preservation of Venice and it’s Lagoon? 

- How can the proposal physically manifest and improve the organisation, 
debate and decision making of the UNESCO Steering Committee for Venice?

1.1: PROJECT ABSTRACT:

Capriccio:
- Plural: ‘Capricci’

- There are several etymologies that have been put 
forward for “capriccio”, one of which being derived 
from the Italian word “capretto” which roughly 
translates to the unpredictable movement and 
behaviour of a young goat.

- Architect David Mayernik cites 4 themes that are 
found in capricci:

1. Juxtaposing the subject in unfamiliar ways

2. Imagining different states of the subject, such as a 

building in the future that has been ruined or worn 

with time

3. Changing the size and scale of the subject

4. Taking liberties with grand features, such as cities, 

fountains, etc.

- Filippo Baldinucci described Capriccio as ‘a 
dreamlike interpretation of the subject of a work that 
comes from a free imagination’
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Canaletto completed a number of 
‘Capricci’ throughout his career as 
paintings and etchings; he was known 
for making alterations to topography 
for artistic effect. His work commands 
belief through detail and realism, 
however the line is not always clear 
between the real and the imaginary. 
The fantastic scenes were of immense 
commercial / touristic value; many 
of the Venetian views were sold 
to Englishmen on their Grand 
Tours, with smaller pieces being 
commissioned ‘with a commercial 
appeal for tourists and foreign visitors 
to the city’.

CANALETTO’S DETAILED 
FANTASIES OF VENICE

1.11: CANALETTO AND THE ART OF CAPRICCIO:
PRELIMINARY RESEARCH WORK

+
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Intrigued by how Canaletto 
freely alters topography, light, 
shade and perspective to enhance 
his compositions, I set about 
reconstructing a three dimensional 
representation of ‘The Piazzetta 
Looking North’. I conducted this 
exercise through adapting the 
methodology of Philip Steadman in 
‘Vermeer’s Camera’. Through this I 
located the viewpoint of the painter, 
the eye height at Canaletto’s height, 
the ground plane, and the picture 
plane. Projecting lines through the 
picture plane to intersect the ground 
plane can be used to form facade 
locations. 

PERSPECTIVAL 
RECONSTRUCTION

‘�e Piazza looking North’ 
Plan Projection
Scale 1:1000

Ducal 
Palace

Marciana 
Library

‘�e Piazetta Looking 
North’, oil on canvas, 

dimensions:
1728mm x 1352mm
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02:‘�e Piazza looking North’ 
Plan Projection - setup detail
Scale 1:20

01:

Viewpoint of the painter

Ducal 
Palace

Marciana 
Library

Lines of Projection

Lines of Projection

�e Campanile

Piazzetta Buildings

Viewpoint of the 
painter

V

V

‘�e Piazza looking North’ 
Isometric Projection - setup detail
Not to Scale

03: ‘�e Piazza looking North’ 
Isometric Projection
Not to Scale

04:

‘�e Piazetta Looking 
North’, oil on canvas, 

dimensions:
1728mm x 1352mm
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KEY
01 - Canaletto’s Viewpoint
02 - Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana
03 - St. Mark’s Campanile
04 - �e Doge’s Palace
05 - �e Piazzetta
06 - Torre dell'Orologio (Clock tower)
07 - Calle De La Canonica

     -  Reality
     - ‘�e Piazetta Looking North’, oil on canvas



Recording the transformation of reality to 
Canaletto’s anamorphic reality. The Doge’s 
Palace (04) has become stretched beyond 
recognition in order to be a lot closer to 
the viewer and appear larger than reality 
on the right hand side of the composition. 
The Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana (02) 
has been brought further into the frame 
of composition and skewed. St. Mark’s 
Campanile has been greatly reduced in 
area, it’s height and slenderness exaggerated 
drastically. The red areas map the space of 
translation. 

The idea of ‘Capriccio’... or ‘wild goat 
moments*’... has become the driving force 
of the design project so far. 

I have begun a composite design method 
which started with, and will continue to 
refer to, fixed capriccio moments within 
the scheme. These moments will lock 
into place as separate compositions which 
borrow a material sensibility from the site 
and its surroundings. 

Throughout this technical document I 
will examine how far these ideal views 
can be pushed as a design tool, as a users’ 
experience of the finished building, and 
whether they could be translated as a tool 
in the spatial planning and construction of 
the scheme. 

* There are several etymologies 
that have been put forward 
for “capriccio”, one of which 
being derived from the 
Italian word “capretto” which 
roughly translates to the 
unpredictable movement and 
behaviour of a young goat.

1.12: MAPPING THE TRANSLATION

PROGRESSION: 
CAPRICCIO AS A NEW ‘DESIGN 
AND BUILD’ CONTRACT?
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Venice and its Lagoon were designated a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1987. 

Following this, a UNESCO management plan 
was created to orchestrate the preservation and 
repair of the site. The implementation of the 
management plan is overseen by the UNESCO 
Steering Committee for Venice. 

A recent UNESCO mission report to the site 
found that the steering committee, made up 
of 21 organisational bodies, lacked ‘a shared 
vision for Venice among the many different 
stakeholders’, and ‘no commonly developed 
and accepted mechanisms’ for decision making. 
Tidal barriers in construction since 2005 have 
been held back due to corruption scandals.  

The Steering Committee’s Capriccio is 
a proposal for a new headquarters and 
debating chamber for the UNESCO Steering 
Committee of Venice. It is thought that a 
highly visible proposal will become a new 
landmark for the city, increasing transparency 
of and participation in debates regarding 
the city’s operation and preservation. It will 
integrate the public into currently inaccessible 
conversations.

THE PROPOSED BUILDING SHOULD: 

+ Provide a debate chamber space for the 21 bodies of 
the Steering Committee to meet and discuss matters 
affecting the preservation of Venice and it’s Lagoon. 

+ Physically manifest transparency as an answer to 
corruption and ‘behind closed doors’ negotiations. 

+ Be familiar yet contemporary; like Canaletto’s 
‘Capricci’, the building will adapt elements of 
Venetian vernacular materials, structures and 
environments in order to become a new hub for 
conversations on the site’s future. 

+ Utilise a peripheral site in Venice; becoming a new 
landmark for the city and re-purposing a forgotten 
area. 

A HISTORY OF THE STEERING 
COMMITTEE STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

AS LISTED IN THE

MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR VENICE AND ITS 
LAGOON

1.2: PROGRAM OVERVIEW:
A Headquarters for the UNESCO Steering Committee
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The Ministry of 
Culture and Tourism The City of Venice

Creation of the ‘Venice and 
it’s Lagoon Management Plan’

Creation of the UNESCO 
Steering Committee

UNESCO

‘the ancient city is now threatened both by material factors that risk 
jeopardizing the objectives of physical conservation – abandon or its opposite, 
excessive wear, wave motion, high tides – and by other intangible factors 
arising from the way the city is used.’

REPORT OF THE JOINT UNESCO/ICOMOS/RAMSAR  
REACTIVE MONITORING MISSION  TO VENICE AND ITS 
LAGOON

‘While considerable progress has been achieved with the development of this 
integrated management plan and the creation of a Steering Committee, the 
Mission noted the lack of a shared vision for Venice among the many 
different stakeholders at national, regional and local levels which is 
not helping to form a coherent response to these negative factors.   The 
Mission noted that no commonly developed and accepted mechanisms, 
such as a tourism strategy based on long-term sustainability, (which should 
include options to bring together the needs of inhabitants and economic 
development), are in place to ensure the retention (or even enhancement) of 
normal urban life and to avoid any irreversible transformations that could 
occur within the property.’

Spaces and capacities specified by 
UNESCO for the proposed Steering 
Committee’s Headquarters: 

01: A Debate Chamber.
- Capacity: 21 Steering Committee 
Delegates, 1 Speaker, 30-50 Support 
Staff
02: 3no. Seminar Rooms. 
Capacity: Maximum 10 people each (30 
people)
03: Cafeteria. 
Capacity: Maximum 70 people. 
04: Upper viewing gallery.
Capacity: Maximum 50 spectators. 
05: A regenerated bridge landscape
Capacity = Up to 70 people at once.  
06: Viewing Tower. Capacity = up to 30 
people at once. 

BUILDING ORGANOGRAM
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01 02a - Panorama approaching Venice & Tronchetto

03a - Panorama approaching Tronchetto

08 - Tronchetto People Mover

10 - Vacant plot

09 - Tronchetto Parking Garage
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Tronchetto Island, also known as the ‘Isola Nuova’, 
is an artificial island constructed in the 1960s to 
accommodate a huge amount of tourists’ vehicles. 
Providing a powerful juxtaposition with the 
vernacular palette of historic Venice just minutes 
away, Tronchetto is forever grey, an orthogonal mix 
of concrete, steel and tarmac.
Today the island still lives to serve its function as a 
colossal car park. As one may predict, the atmosphere 
on the island is dismal and it has adopted secondary 
functions as a place to fly-tip rubbish, or for sellers 
of trash merchandise to ensnare tourists in their 
journey from the car park to the ‘People Mover’ 
train. 
The island cries out for regeneration; and it is 
believed that attracting attention of tourists and 
locals alike through the siting of a new landmark 
will catalyse this. 

More specifically, the identified site for the proposal 
sits on the eastern-most tip of the artificial island. 
Apparently absent on any traditional mapping 
(see below), a modest and derelict concrete bridge 
sits aside the main one used for access to the car 
park island. Visible only in satellite and street 
view, it is a typical example of a ‘bridge to nowhere’, 
abandoned but most likely not demolished due to 
cost. A front for a corrupt money-making scheme? 
Perhaps. The peripheries of the bridge have become 
overgrown with vegetation, crudely blocked from 
the functioning road by steel fences. 

the ‘bridge to nowhere’, looking NW early analysis of Tronchetto Island and potential sites

Tronchetto Island in relation to historic Venice

^

^ ^

^

mapping of the site

TRONCHETTO; THE ‘ISOLA NUOVA’

THE ‘BRIDGE TO NOWHERE’

1.3: SITE CONTEXT
Reinhabiting a forgotten ‘Bridge to 
Nowhere’
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Venice People Mover

Ferry A
pproach 01

Ferry Approach 02

Vehicle Approach

THE ‘BRIDGE TO NOWHERE’ BUILDERS YARD ACCESS FROM MAIN ROAD SANTA CROCEOVERGROWN LANDSCAPETRONCHETTO; THE ‘ISOLA NUOVA’

WAREHOUSES VENICE 
PEOPLE MOVER CAR BRIDGE DERELICT 

END OF BRIDGE
PROPOSED 
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The site identified for the new 
HQ for the UNESCO Steering 
Committee is outlined in red in 
the above diagram. It incorporates 
a corner of Tronchetto island which 
is currently overgrown and full of 
dumped waste (06). This will be 
utilised for the main body of the 
building including a debate chamber 
for the Steering Committee. 
In parallel, the scheme will extend to 
re-inhabit and redefine the trajectory 
of the existing derelict concrete bridge 
(01). The bridge area will become a 
terraced public landscape leading up 
to the main building incorporating 
reflection pools, seating areas and a 
public cafe amongst other features 
and amenities. 

SITE ANALYSIS
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Throughout the initial design and concept stages, the 
physical form of the Steering Committee’s Capriccio 
has evolved through a combination of analogue and 
digital methods. These include plan drawing, 3D 
computer modelling, analysis and animation, and 
physical model-making.
 
The envelope and plan of the proposal was initially 
developed through the definition of three exterior 
viewpoints, or ‘capriccio’, approaching the site. Sight 
lines projected from these points define the axis of the 
project; the setting out of spaces, pathways and further 
internal ‘capriccio’ viewpoints in plan. 

In a 3D environment, visual cones from each 
viewpoint were projected over the site. These were 
each subtracted and cut into in order to accommodate 
the program and slices of transparency through the 
building.

Through physical modelling the resulting forms 
were more intuitively manipulated, considering their 
appearance from the original aligned viewpoints. 
This also encouraged appropriation of the forms to 
elements of the program. 

Iteration of the proposal’s form, plan and 
envelope

1.4: BUILDING FORM
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A BUILDING DEFINED BY 
‘VIEWS’

iteration of the proposal in plan

iteration of the proposal through physical modelling

iteration of the proposal in 3D space
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Above is the current organisation of the scheme in plan. Visitors can enter using one of multiple entry ramps 
at the southern end of the site; from historic Venice (A), from the in-use bridge (B) or from the builders 
yard adjacent to the site (C). They then traverse the terraced landscape which has taken over the existing 
concrete bridge, passing a reception (13) and multiple seminar/meeting rooms (14). The lagoon water below 
is reflected in the mirrored cladding of the underside of the bridge, and repeated in the reflection pools 
inhabiting the bridge (10.5). The northern end of the existing bridge is inhabited by a public cafe and seating 
terrace. The corner of Tronchetto island is re-purposed to house the debate chamber for the 21 bodies of the 
UNESCO Steering Committee, as well as access ramps, a public piazza with stepped seating, and a viewing 
tower where members of the public and delegates can look out over Venice.  
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01: Delegate’s Jetty

02: Oval Stairwell 
leading to upper floors

03: Steering 
Committee’s Debate 
Chamber

04: Stepped seating

05: Entrance Ramp from Tronchetto

06: Cafe & Back of House

07: Ramp to main bridge level

08: Viewport Bridges

09: Cafe Terrace

10: Tidal Gauge needle

11: Seminar rooms available for 
hire or for SC purposes

10.5: Reflection pools

12: Entry ramp from adjacent 
bridge

13: Reception / gatehouse

14: Ramp from jetties and ferry stop

15: Entry ramps from Venice
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MULTI-LEVEL PLAN - Scale 1:500

DIAGRAMMATIC PLAN
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The contemporary form of the Steering Committee’s 
Headquarters intends to provide a new landmark for 
Venice. Visible from the Via Della Liberte approach 
from the mainland, the SCH reinhabits the ‘Bridge 
to Nowhere’ as a gateway to the Grand Canal. The 
original trajectory of the bridge is redefined; visitors 
now primarily move from the adjacent bridge 
along the main axis of the building, to the Debate 
Chamber. 

APPROACHES TO THE SCH

A - SC Delegates arrive via private jetty
B - Public approach from Tronchetto Car Parks
C - Public approach from existing Tronchetto 
waterbus stop and People Mover
D - Public approach along main trajectory from 
adjacent bridge
E - Approach from Historic Venice / Via Della 
Liberte
F - Approach from cruise terminals

STRATEGY AND APPROACHES

1.5: MASSING

A

C

B

D

E

F

CRUISE SHIP 
TERMINAL

TO HISTORIC 
VENICE

PARKLAND

CAR PARKING

VENICE PEOPLE MOVER 
(SANTA CROCE)

POLICE STATION

CAR BRIDGE

THE STEERING 
COMMITTEE HQ

ENTRANCE TO 
GRAND CANAL

COACH DEPOT

LOADING BAYS

VIA DELLA LIBERTE
- road and train bridge 
leading to the mainland

Venice People Mover

Ferry Approach 01

+

Ferry Approach 02

Vehicle Approach
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MASSING SCHEMATIC COLOUR KEY
01: ENTRANCE RAMP ACCESS FROM TRONCHETTO
02: RAMP ENCLOSURE WITH VIEWING APERTURES TO REST OF BUILDING AND SURROUNDING 
CONTEXT
03: STAIR AND LIFT CORE SERVING ALL LEVELS INCLUDING UPPER VIEWING PLATFORM
04: UPPER VIEWING PLATFORM - from here members of the public and SC delegates can observe the city
05: PUBLIC PIAZZA WITH STEPPED SEATING
06: SLICES IN BUILDING FABRIC PERMIT SUNLIGHT ENTRY
07: PUBLIC CAFE
08: DEBATE CHAMBER
09: RAMP ACCESS FROM LOWER LEVELS
10: RAMP ACCESS FROM ADJACENT BRIDGE
11: PROJECTING VIEWING PLATFORMS
12: SEMINAR / MEETING ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
13: PROPOSED WATERBUS STOP
14: REFLECTION POOLS ON SURFACE OF BRIDGE
15: ACCESS RAMP FROM WATERBUS STOP AND PUBLIC JETTY BELOW
16: RECEPTION / GATEHOUSE
17: ACCESS RAMPS FROM HISTORIC VENICE

PRIMARY ROUTES THROUGH SCHEME

ENCLOSED SPACES

ROOF STRUCTURES

REFLECTION POOLS
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1.6: CAPRICCIO INDEX
A BUILDING DEFINED BY ‘VIEWS’

The iteration and massing of the Steering Committee’s Headquarters have been informed by three 
original ‘aligned viewpoints’ throughout the project, as well as practical and programmatic concerns. In 
progressing the detailed design of the SCH, the four ‘capriccio’ views opposite have been redefined, their 
locations shown in the above drawing. These are now the main tool for design; they will become imbued 
with a material sensibility that negotiates and evokes vernacular Venice and the brutality of Tronchetto. 
These are the key moments of the scheme in which a composition must lock into place; in the spirit of 
Canaletto’s Capriccio, they will re-present the fabric of Venice as a stage set. 

The Capriccio opposite will now act as a driver and an index for the rest of the design and technical 
process. Their design (on-camera) will determine the systems that need to be in place for them to exist 
(off-camera). 
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CAPRICCIO 01: THE 
DEBATE CHAMBER

Lit by streaks of sunlight during the afternoon, 
the Debate Chamber acts as a space for the 21 
bodies of the UNESCO Steering Committee 
to come together in discussion of the problems 
facing Venice and its Lagoon. Views of important 
parts of the scheme, such as the tidal gauge 
inhabiting the bridge, are punched through the 
folded envelope of the chamber. Acoustics and 
levels of daylight and sunlight are to be carefully 
controlled to ensure the perfect atmosphere for 
debate within the chamber. The Capriccio aims 
to present a material sensibility evoking the 
‘Venetian Vernacular’ on multiple scales; colossal 
roof structures are given equal attention to the 
inlays on the delegate’s desks. 

In the second Capriccio, the building is seen to 
act as a gateway to the Grand Canal for boats 
approaching it’s mouth. Viewers emerge from 
under the adjacent bridge and are confronted with 
the reinhabited ‘Bridge to Nowhere’; mirrored 
surfaces clad the entire underside of the existing 
bridge whilst built elements spring up, stretching 
across to the adjacent bridge and down to the 
water’s surface. One of these is a tidal gauge, 
collecting water to service the building and 
reflection pools, whilst reminding observers of the 
imminent dangers to Venice. A permeable facade 
consisting of moveable elements presents a material 
composition, and provides a visual corridor cut 
through to the Debate Chamber. 

CAPRICCIO 02: THE 
BOAT APPROACH

CAPRICCIO 03: THE 
BRIDGE ENTRANCE

Members of the public, whether tourist or Venetian, 
are enticed to engage with the bridge through it’s 
altered trajectory and the fragmented building 
form that feeds off it. Viewing corridors can be 
traced from this viewpoint throughout the whole 
scheme; the horizon line, the viewing platform, 
even into the debate chamber. The Tower rises 
above in the distance, acting as a landmark for 
those approaching the building, whilst rainwater 
collection pools reflect sunlight in the early hours 
and encourage a mist to form over the bridge 
landscape.

CAPRICCIO 04: THE 
SEMINAR ROOM

Available for hire among SC members and the 
public alike, several Seminar Rooms occupy the 
existing concrete ‘Bridge to Nowhere’ and provide 
a quiet place to meet whilst overlooking Venice 
and the Lagoon. Apertures in the building fabric 
are designed to exactly frame and give meaning to 
points of interest outside,  whilst similar vernacular 
textures are evoked on a smaller scale through the 
veneers present in the room. The water tank of the 
Tidal Gauge provides diffused light to the room 
throughout the day, whilst the Red Line enters to 
become a shelf unit. 
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1.61: CAPRICCIO AS DESIGN PROCESS 
AND PROJECT STRATEGY
The key capriccio moments are the heart of the scheme, defining what needs to occur in the framework 
of the building as a whole. The capriccio serve dual purpose throughout this technical investigation:

1 - As a tool. 
The constructed views and their effect on a viewer provide a lens through which to focus on issues 
serving the building as a whole. Each view will direct design considerations towards identified structural, 
environmental and programmatic points of interest. 

2 - As an outcome. 
The technical project exists in dialogue with wider design work and the ‘wild goat-like’ intentions of 
the capriccio moments. This feedback loop informs the building’s design with technical realities, whilst 
every move’s consequence in a capriccio is considered. Ultimately, this synthesis hoped to provide four 
exquisitely bespoke capriccio views. Keys to the meaning of the building as a whole, the views will be 
technically detailed and informative whilst providing ‘wild-goat moment’ compositions bursting with an 
intricate materiality reflecting the Venetian Vernacular. 

Seen here is an early proposed approach to one capriccio. Treated as an iterative document, the 
technical report will describe the position, nature and function of architectural elements forming each 
composition, delving into technical and environmental design concerns and their manifestation in each 
view. 

+

01 - TRONCHETTO FACADE

02 - VIEWING TOWER

03 - BRIDGE FACADE

04 - CAFE ROOF

05 - BRIDGE UNDERSIDE

06 - TICKER TAPE

07 - TIDAL CLADDING

08 - TIDAL GAUGE

09 - PATHWAY FROM BRIDGE

10 - WATERBUS STOP

11 - HORIZON LINE MOTIF

01

02

03

04

05

06
10

11

07
09

08
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FORMATION OF THE 
RED LINE MOTIF

appearance of selected materials over 
distance in the Venetian environment

strategies for illumination

CAPRICCIO 04: 
BOAT APPROACH

MOVING TIDAL FACADE

THE TIDAL GAUGE

real time analysis of tide data 

collection of lagoon water for 
building services

existing tide analysis measures 
and improvements

architectural manifestation

appearance as a feature

TREATMENT OF THE 
EXISTING BRIDGE

lighting and negotiation 
with the existing form

structural testing and 
connection strategy

material selection

WINDOW - WALL FACADE

facade as a composition of 
materiality

material selection and 
sourcing from the local area

material logic to be applied 
throughout building

possibility for a low 
embodied-energy alternative 
to Venetian materials
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Afriston School Swimming Pool
Alfriston School 
Duggan Morris

- modular sculptural CLT roof 
acting as acoustic baffle

Leipzig Exhibition Building 1913
- from Otto Hetzer’s original glulam 

timber patent

Maggie’s Oldham
dRMM

‘Flat Pack’ model method
transferable to CLT 

panels? 

‘BauBuche’ by Pollmeier
first LVL (laminated 

veneer lumber). Stronger + 
slimmer than glulam/CLT

The ‘Sack of Constantinople’, 1204 
A lot of marble elements in Venice, 

specifically at the Doge’s Palace, 
is in a way recycled;  stolen from 

Constantinople in 1204 and 
reappropriated.  

01: Red Porphyry
the most precious marble in the 
doge’s palace; used to symbolise 

imperial and divine power.

02: Lassense  Marble

03: Serpentine  
Marble

04: Aquatine 
White-Black

The Stage Set
Canaletto altered Venetian elements 

at his will; representing the urban 
fabric as a ‘stage set’

Venetian Red

Freemen’s School Swimming Pool
Freemen’s School
Hawkins Brown

Existing Site
Derelict concrete structure

Glulam structures - 
existing concrete bridge 

- foundation details

CLT - Glulam 
structure connections

+

+

+

+

cladding - CLT 
connection system
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The new HQ for the UNESCO Steering Committee must 
inhabit the existing, derelict concrete ‘bridge to nowhere’  
spanning between historic Venice and Tronchetto, the ‘Isola 
Nuova’.

In creating ‘capriccio’, a free interpretation of the Venetian 
urban fabric, the proposal looks to negotiate between a 
Venetian vernacular materiality and the brutal language of 
Tronchetto. It is also required to be lightweight, becoming a 
model low-carbon building and reducing structural load on 
the existing concrete bridge upon which it rests. 

A lightweight timber scheme consisting of varying scales 
of glue-laminated structural frames and cross-laminated 
timber shells will provide the main structure of the proposal, 
spanning from the tip of Tronchetto over the existing bridge. 
This will be clad and altered with various materials, according 
to pre-defined ‘capriccio’ viewpoints, in order to create a sense 
of familiarity with historic Venice. 

01: External Cladding

02: CLT panel infill structures

03: Primary glue-laminated timber frame structures

09: Mirrored cladding placed on underside of existing bridge

08: Reflection pools placed on existing bridge surface

07: Lightweight lift/stair core and viewing platform

06: Programmatic Spaces; platforms.
05: Circulation; ramps, paths and stairs.

04: Secondary glue-laminated timber frame structures

The ‘external cladding’, to be defined through detailed design using 
a methodology of ‘capriccio’ viewpoints, will present the materiality 
of the project as clearly referencing Venetian vernacular as well 
as the concrete language of Tronchetto. As shown in the material 
palette to the right, the cladding will likely include various types of 
marble, glass, Venetian glazed tile, and white Istrian Stone. 

The shell-like folded structures seen in iterative models will be 
up-scaled using a ‘flat pack’ CLT panel system. This should allow 
precise CNC milling during pre-fabrication, allowing a fine 
tolerance in viewing apertures, as well as junction details and doors/
windows. CLT ‘flat pack’ panels to be delivered to Tronchetto via 
boat. 

The main folded roofscape of the proposal will be supported by 
several large span, glue-laminated timber portal frames. These will 
permit the open space of the debate chamber below. The chamber’s 
span of approximately 35m will determine the cross section of each 
beam. There is potential for these to become trusses as the design 
progresses. 

Here is a potential application of ‘BauBuche’;. The first ‘LVL’ (Laminated Veneer 
Lumber), Baubuche is a composite timber made of laminated 3mm strips of 
sustainably sourced beech. This increased density allows smaller cross sections and 
increased strength compared to traditional Glulam or CLT. 

Smaller span glulam beams to support shell structures in the rest of 
the proposal where required. 

The circulatory and programmatic elements of the proposal are 
largely platforms and terraces which are placed upon the existing 
concrete bridge. These will be pre-fabricated concrete or timber 
structural panels, delivered to site via boat. The elements will be 
supported by glulam timber frames fixing into the existing concrete 
bridge via pin connections (A).

Lightweight glulam timber frame with glass facade elements 
allowing transparency. Design TBC. 

Lagoon water collected through the Tidal Gauge is redistributed 
as heating and cooling services within the building. It also fills 
reflection pools on the bridge’s surface; blurring the definition of 
bridge and lagoon. These pools will stepped concrete construction 
(B) pre-cast and delivered by boat. 

Opposing the reflection pools, mirrored cladding on the underside 
of the existing bridge reflects the lagoon water below and breaks up 
definition of the ‘bridge’. This will likely be achieved through the 
application of stainless steel or dark glass cladding to the existing 
bridge structure. 

INTRODUCTION TO PRINCIPLES

PROPOSED STRUCTURAL BUILD-UP

1.7: STRUCTURAL STRATEGY
Developing a lightweight, contemporary ‘Venetian 
Vernacular’

+

+



PRIMARY GLUE-LAMINATED 
TIMBER FRAME STRUCTURES

+ LARGEST SPAN 
= APPROX. 35M 

CLT PANEL INFILL 
STRUCTURES

EXTERNAL 
CLADDING

01

SECONDARY GLUE-
LAMINATED TIMBER 

FRAME STRUCTURES

LIGHTWEIGHT LIFT /
STAIR CORE & VIEWING 

PLATFORM

REFLECTION POOLS ON 
BRIDGE SURFACE

PROGRAMMATIC 
SPACES; 

PLATFORMS

CIRCULATION; RAMPS, 
PATHS, STAIRS

TRONCHETTO 
ISLAND

EXISTING 
DERELICT  

CONCRETE BRIDGE

LAGOON 
WATER

MIRRORED CLADDING ON 
BRIDGE UNDERSIDE

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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1.8: ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGY
Developing the Steering Committee’s HQ as a low carbon ‘Capriccio’

Preliminary sunlight test using natural 
light with physical model. Simulation 
of summer solstice.  The existing derelict 
bridge of the site runs on an approximately 
north-south axis. 

Between 12:00 and 13:00 the sun shines 
down the main trajectory of the building; 
the line of sight  from the car bridge. Sun 
streams through the structures inhabiting 
the bridge, into the main building and 
debate chamber.

My initial propositional collages indicated a ‘needle’ 
transcending the bridge, reaching down to touch the water. 
This was the idea of a measure; a kind of tide stick which 
draws passers-by’s attention to the tidal issues facing Venice. 
Examples typologies of Tidal Gauge are shown here; their 
appearance and mechanics vary largely, with modern day 
gauges in Venice being quite unrecognisable as to their 
purpose. The visual language of some earlier gauges or ‘tide 
sticks’ is enticing; the proposal will benefit from reflecting 
their form, with a ‘NEEDLE’ interpreting the tide in an 
eye catching fashion.  

1.83: INITIAL ANALYSIS

1.82: ARCHITECTURE AS MEASURE; THE 
TIDAL GAUGE

The design of the Steering Committee’s Headquarters strategically considers a number 
of environmental factors which have driven the design so far and will continue to do so. 
These include but are not limited to: 
 - Material resourcing and embodied energy
 - Tidal equipment serving the building and acting as a reminder of danger to   
 Venice
 - Considered mediation and use of the site’s exposure to wind, rain, sunlight   
 and drastic changes in tide level.

A disconnect noted early in my project is that a building constructed to a ‘Venetian 
Vernacular’ palette, evoking the city in a users’ experience, would require excessive use 
of raw and unsustainable material. With this in mind I plan to determine appropriate 
ways to ‘fake’ or mimic my desired material palette, with a low embodied energy. The 
proposal will represent Venice’s materiality as a stage set. 

For example, the companies above have developed ways to create fake marble from 
waste materials such as plastic bottles. In a similar process to scagliola, the baroque 
art of marble imitation, melted plastics are typically mixed and layered before being 
formed into a block or slab and honed down to resemble the precious stone. 

1.81: MATERIAL RESOURCES / EMBODIED ENERGY
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+

+

+
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+
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01: PREVAILING WIND STRATEGY 07: PUBLIC WALKWAYS / TERRACED LANDSCAPE

02: VIEWING PLATFORM

08: SEMINAR / MEETING ROOMS

10: PUBLIC AND PRIVATE JETTIES

11: SERVICE LEVEL

12: UNDER BRIDGE TREATMENT

13: THE TIDAL GAUGE

09: SUNLIGHTING / DAYLIGHTING STRATEGY

03: RAINWATER STRATEGY

04: FOLDED ROOFSCAPE 

05: PUBLIC PIAZZA / STEPPED SEATING

06: PUBLIC CAFE

The prevailing wind direction is NNE. The main bulk of the 
building forms the Debate Chamber, and is oriented as a barrier to 
the prevailing wind, shielding the more exposed public terraces and 
seminar rooms elsewhere in the scheme. Incoming wind is harnessed 
to provide passive stack ventilation to the indoor spaces of the 
scheme. 

The public walkways, viewpoints and terraces that make up the new 
landscape of the bridge will incorporate areas of shelter from the 
elements, as well as reflection pools throughout. A primary concern 
is ensuring non-slip surface finishes throughout. 

The viewing platform, at the top of the stair core, will be lightweight 
timber construction and require a large amount of glazing to permit 
views out to the city. Solar gain will need to be considered and 
controlled through the use of brise soliel and other shading.  

Enclosed indoor spaces, the seminar and meeting rooms are available 
for public hire. Electricity, heating and water will need to be supplied, 
with a temperature of approx. 18°C being maintained. 

The project includes jetties for the Steering Committee Delegates 
and public, as well as a new waterbus stop.  A primary associated 
environmental concern is ensuring a non-slip surface to all outdoor 
elements, and ensuring that all elements can cope with the daily 
change in tide level. 

All ancillary services will be sited below the Debate Chamber in the 
main body of the building. This will include a heat pump utilising 
water from the canal below, AC provisions and connection to the 
electricity grid. 

The scheme proposed to treat the whole underside of the existing 
concrete ‘Bridge to Nowhere’ with a mirrored cladding. Different 
variations and options will be tested through rendering. 

A tidal gauge forms a focal point of the scheme; present in each 
‘capriccio’ view, it reminds users of the imminent danger to Venice 
whilst also collecting water to serve the scheme. 

Areas of the project will be designed in detail with consideration 
of provision for direct sunlight factor and indirect daylight factor. 
To mediate solar gain, areas of glazing will include brise soliel / 
other provisions for shading. Sunlight enters the primary spaces of 
the project along multiple ‘sight lines’ at around midday, including 
flooding into the main Debate Chamber. 

Venice has an average of 830mm rainfall per year, with precipitation 
occurring even in the driest months. The large folded roofscape of 
the main building will serve to collect rainwater through its angling 
and inbuilt channels. RW will be redirected through a piping system 
to fill the reflection pools occupying the surface of the bridge, as well 
as being used for heating and cooling of the scheme. 

The folded roofscape of the project provides an eye-catching 
contemporary landmark to the periphery of Venice. Environmentally, 
its design will consider solar gain, provision of shading and rainwater 
collection. 

The stepped seating and public piazza is an outdoor area. Provision of 
shade and shelter from rain, as well as materiality will be considered 
in order to provide the ideal environment. 

The cafe is an indoor area with an estimated occupation of up to 30 
people at any time. Services such as electrics, gas and HC water must 
be supplied. An enclosed area, the cafe should achieve a comfortable 
temperature of 18°C.

Present throughout the design 
process, the four capriccio viewpoints 
defined earlier in this section 
will continue to drive the design. 
Environmentally, they will need to 
consider natural/artificial lighting, 
atmospheric conditions and their 
influence upon appearance of the 
chosen material palette making up 
each view. Being tested through 
rendering, attention will be paid to 
material choices at a range of scales 
and the behaviour of each capriccio 
under different environmental 
conditions. 

4no. ‘CAPRICCIO’ VIEWS

1.84: ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGY: OVERVIEW



CAPRICCIO 01: THE 
DEBATE CHAMBER

Lit by streaks of sunlight during the afternoon, 
the Debate Chamber acts as a space for the 21 
bodies of the UNESCO Steering Committee to 
come together in discussion of the problems facing 
Venice and its Lagoon. Views of important parts of 
the scheme, such as the tidal gauge inhabiting the 
bridge, are punched through the folded envelope of 
the chamber. Acoustics and levels of daylight and 
sunlight are to be carefully controlled to ensure the 
perfect atmosphere for debate within the chamber. 

Fragmented Venetian Red horizon lines form 
components of the chamber’s structure. From 
the aligned Capriccio Viewpoint of the Speaker’s 
Position, these aggregate and can be read as solid.

The Capriccio aims to present a material sensibility 
evoking the ‘Venetian Vernacular’ on multiple 
scales; colossal roof structures are given equal 
attention to the inlays on the delegate’s desks. 

+
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C1.1: CHAMBER STRUCTURE
Structural design of the Steering Committee’s 
Debate Chamber

A pre-requirement of the Debate Chamber, and the associated 
Capriccio view, is that it provides a large open space. Here, 
debates will take place with regard to implementation of 
the UNESCO management plan. The proposed sculptural 
roof was designed through manipulations of projected visual 
cones from exterior Capriccio viewpoints, and due to it’s large 
structural load will require considerable engineering input as to 
it’s support. 

- Timber to fabricate the glue-laminated portal frame components will be 
sourced from timber merchants in and around the industrial areas of Mestre 
and Marghera.  Alpi Legnami is likely to be the prime source of reliable larch 
used in production. The larch will be transported via road to a nearby factory 
for hire in a Marghera Port. Here, the glulam can be manufactured before being 
delivered directly to site when required for installation. 

The glue-laminated timber frames will be constructed as close to site as possible, 
minimising carbon emissions and in accordance with the following relevant 
codes of practice: 
BS EN 1995 - EUROCODE 5 - design of glue-laminated beams
BS EN 14080:2005 - Manufacture
BS EN 390 - Tolerances
BS EN 386 - Performance requirements
BS EN 1194 - Strength classes

THE DEBATE SPACE

PROPOSAL SOURCING, SPECIFICATIONS AND MANUFACTURE STRATEGY

+

+ + +

+
+

S2

A

B

C DI S1

H

S1 - Column Height
S2 - Longest Span 
H - GL beam Depth
A - Red Marble Section (Capriccio Horizon Line)
B - Upper Viewing Gallery
C - Speaker Floor
D - Speaker’s Position (Capriccio 04)
E - Lower Service Area
F - Steel and Concrete Piled Foundation
G - Rafters and Roof Buildup
I - Delegates’ Seating Positions E

F

G

The current proposal for the chamber’s structural system is a 
large glue-laminated timber portal frame system consisting of 
nine separate frames. The glulam will be of standard ‘Framing-L’ 
form, with beams composed of 45mm laminations of larch and 
faced with Laminated Veneer Lumber. These top laminations 
on faces visible in the Capriccio View will provide a high 
quality visual finish.

Separate glulam beams will be assembled as per the below 
diagram. With rigid joints utilising Sherpa connections, the 
beams will function as nine individual frames. 

The timber used for construction of the glulam will be larch 
sourced from ALPI LEGNAMI, a timber merchant in Mestre. 
Keeping the sourcing and production of the GL timber local 
will help to minimise the total embodied energy of the project.

The glue laminated frames will be of strength grade GL24 
(characteristic bending strength of 24 N/mm2) and Service 
Class 3, allowing them limited exposure to outdoor elements. 
They will be require pressure preservative treatment during 
manufacture and will be treated with water repellent stain. 
Accompanying metallic elements such as sherpa connection 
details will require galvanisation. 

BS EN 1995 states that for the depth of SC3 glue laminated 
timber constructed as a rigid portal frame system: 

h (depth) = S1+S2 / 13

The proposed beams will differ from 
a traditional glulam buildup (below) 
due to being faced with LVL, marble 
or other materials dependant on their 
visibility in the Capriccio View. 

TYPICALPROPOSED

Y

z

X

+
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Oxidised Copper Sheet roofing 
with an insulated buildup will 
externally finish the roof shell 
structures. RW collection gulleys 
will be inbuilt and feed building 
services and reflection pools on the 
revived bridge Landscape/ 

Red Verona Marble pieces will 
join the copper sheet roofing at 
points defined by the Capriccio 
These will be precisely milled off-
site and refined in-situ. 

The LVL faced larch Glulam portal 
frames will be manufactured in 
Marghera, delivered to site by 
water, set out using pre-defined 
lines from Capriccio 01, erected 
and fixed into the foundations. 

LVL faced, larch glulam portal 
frame column secured by column 
shoe bolts

FOUNDATION PROPOSAL

Galvanised steel column shoe. 
Horizontal bolts secure column, 
and vertical bolts connect to in-
situ concrete base.

Driven steel piles ground the 
portal frame structure. At 2m 
depth, they are in contact with 
clay and reinforced with concrete 
cast around them. 

01 - EXC
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N

02 - PILIN
G

03 - ST
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PROPOSED 
OVERALL BUILDUP: 
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C1.2: CONSTRUCTING THE LINE
How will the red marble ‘horizon line’, the core motif of 
the building, be realised in three dimensions? 

Red marble ‘horizon lines’ as seen below are visible throughout 
the Steering Committee’s HQ. However, they are scarcely 
legible; only upon reaching a Capriccio viewpoint does the 
red line aggregate, the true composition locking into place. 
This effect is achieved through projecting the composition 
from the viewers’ eye height at the Capriccio in a 3D 
environment: cutting through the proposed building 
fabric, defined slices of the construction are designated as 
Verona Marble components. This typical detail is open to 
negotiation; the contractor must demonstrate reliably that 
alternatives can maintain the appearance of the marble line 
whilst performing structurally. 

A DETAIL TO FOLLOW

LVL faced glulam beam

LVL faced timber rafters

position of mortise
and tenon joint

glass strips refracting
sunlight to chamber

red marble component
corresponding to
capriccio view

plywood panel with
stucco interior finish

rigid insulation

plywood panel
metal studs

patinated copper
sheet cladding

steel bolt securing
mortise and tenon

glulam chamber
column

sherpa connection details

chamber
roof buildup

red marble component
aligned to capriccio viewpoint

insulation injected into
marble component cavity

line of sight
from capriccio

viewpoint

 01 scale 1:50
CHAMBER ROOF DETAIL A

02 scale 1:10
CHAMBER ROOF DETAIL B
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All positioning and tolerances for the red line elements 
within each Capriccio will be precisely calibrated prior to on-
site work using an accurate digital 3D model. Using Boolean 
functions, the model can provide volumes of intersection 
between the red line in 3D space and the mass of the building 
fabric; in this example, a section of the glulam portal frame 
system. 

The surrounding drawings illustrate this example detail. 
The detail focuses on a junction between a glulam column 
and beam, which are joined with galvanised steel sherpa 
connectors (13, opposite), with a red line intersection and 
the roof buildup of CLT sheets, rigid insulation, steel battens 
and copper standing seam sheet roofing. The marble cuts a 
section through the standard buildup, being secured as part 
of the portal frame by a reinforced mortise and tenon joint.

The shape of each red marble component will be determined 
within the computer model. A locally sourced red marble (or 
suitable substitute) that resembles Red Verona Marble or Red 
Porphyry (A, C) will then  be CNC milled down from a block 
(B). As largely  required in small odd shapes, where possible 
the marble will be sourced as waste product from local mines 
before being CNC milled at a factory in Marghera. 

Care will be taken not to affect the sealed envelope of the 
chamber environment. Red marble inserts, although fairly 
minimal, have the potential to cause a cold bridge with the 
exterior environment. To minimise this, a cavity will be 
milled from the marble mass which infilled with injected 
foam insulation once installed onsite. Cold bridging will 
be minimised meaning the ideal chamber temperature of 
18-20 degrees can be maintained. The marble pieces will 
also be fitted with toughened glass side panels, permitting 
the ingress of direct and diffuse sunlight from the exterior 
and resulting in an ‘edge glow’ to the marble seen from the 
Capriccio viewpoint. 

CA

MARBLE SOURCING AND PRODUCTION

MITIGATING ENVIRONMENTAL RISK

B
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LVL faced glulam beam

LVL faced timber rafters

position of mortise
and tenon joint

glass strips refracting
sunlight to chamber

red marble component
corresponding to
capriccio view

plywood panel with
stucco interior finish

rigid insulation

plywood panel
metal studs

patinated copper
sheet cladding

steel bolt securing
mortise and tenon

glulam chamber
column

sherpa connection details

chamber
roof buildup

red marble component
aligned to capriccio viewpoint

insulation injected into
marble component cavity

line of sight
from capriccio

viewpoint

 01 scale 1:50
CHAMBER ROOF DETAIL A

02 scale 1:10
CHAMBER ROOF DETAIL B

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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lines of sight 
from capriccio 
viewpoint

08

01 - GL portal frame constructed with sherpa connections 
02 - copper sheeting 
03 - sheet cladding battens 
04, 06 - CLT boards 
05 - foam insulation 
07 - roof joists spanning frames 
08 - additional GL beam supporting roof canopy 
09 - red marble component formed to align with sight lines from capriccio viewpoint
10 - toughened glass sheet sides allow transmission of sunlight
11 - cavity in red marble component filled with spray insulation
12 - reinforced mortise and tenon joint between portal frame and marble element
13 - sherpa connection detail

01

02

03

04

06

07

05

08

09
10

11

12
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08:00 10:00

12:00 14:00

16:00 18:00

C1.3: THE CHAMBER AND LIGHT
How do daylight and shadow affect the Debate Chamber Capriccio?

Daylight and shading are key factors in the design of the Debate Chamber. It is vital that 
the Steering Committee is provided with a visually comfortable environment in which 
to perform discussions on policy implementation. This means appropriate shading 
to mitigate excessive solar glare, and apertures large enough to achieve an optimum 
daylight factor of 2-3% with 300-500 lux of light present on the working plane. 

Canaletto’s paintings are well known for their dynamic lighting qualities, with streaks 
of yellow sunlight played off against deep shadows. Similarly, sunlight provides an 
opportunity here to enhance the painterly quality of the Debate Chamber Capriccio. 
The apertures in the sculptural copper roof of the chamber have been iteratively designed 
(01-04) to allow sunlight to streak in throughout the day, forming diagonal slashes as 
seen in the paintings. The central aperture allows sunlight to directly illuminate the 
speaking position itself at 14:00, the commencement time of afternoon meetings. 

‘Daylight’ refers to the combination of all direct and indirect sunlight present during the 
daytime. British Standard 8206 defines an optimum daylight factor on a building’s work plane 
of 2-3%, typically calculated by  dividing the horizontal work plane illumination indoors by the 
horizontal illumination on the roof of the building being tested and then multiplying by 100. 
This logic was used to further iterate the apertures in the chamber’s roof until requisite values 
were achieved as of an overcast day: 

Daylight Factor Estimate = (B/A) x 100 = (410/19800) = 2.07

A DF of 2.07% is reasonable for an overcast day; however glare will need to be avoided on 
clearer days with direct sunlight, and artificial lighting will need to supplement daylight in the 
chamber. 

BSI also discusses the issue of high luminance contrast with exterior views. As a general rule 
the brighter the view, the brighter the surfaces that surround the view should be. Taking this 
into account, much of the interior cladding and panels are mirrored to increase the general 
reflectance of the chamber’s interior (F).

^ Analysis of direct sunlight entering the chamber, date 
20.06.2020. For further sunlighting analysis please see 
video appendix.

^ Iterative series of Reflected Ceiling Plans analysing 
ingress of direct sunlight into the Debate Chamber.

The below diagram shows sun streaming in to the Debate Chamber, lighting the 
Speaker’s Position at 14:00. Several measures have been taken in relation to the visual 
comfort of the Chamber’s users and the enhancement of the Capriccio view. These 
include an adjustable Brise Soleil system occupying the voids left by the apertures in 
the Chamber roofscape, allowing direct sunlight to be prohibited if needed (A). High 
powered pendant lights are suspended within the acoustic baffle arrangement, casting 
shadows over the chamber floor (B). Horizontal ceiling panels are backlit with LED 
systems providing a diffuse glow (C), whilst the Red Line will be illuminated with a 
responsive LED system (D) and the Delegates’ Desks each have a brass table lamp (E). 

PREMISE

ROLE IN CAPRICCIO

PROVISIONAL DAYLIGHTING STRATEGY

MEASURES TAKEN

01

04

02 03

+
+

+19800lx

410lx

A

B

C

F

D E = values obtained in illuminance testing+26
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01 - Tiled floor finish
02 - Diffusing Glass Layer
03 - LDR / Photoresistor
04 - Steel Casing
05 - Inset LED strip light
06 - PWM board concealed in construction
07 - CLT floor construction
08 - Red Marble Component

< DETAIL 02 - 1:2 
DETAIL OF INSET LED 
SYSTEM 

01 - Tiled floor finish
02 - Diffusing Glass Layer
03 - LDR / Photoresistor
04 - Steel Casing
05 - Inset LED strip light
06 - PWM board concealed 
in CLT construction
07 - CLT floor construction
08 - Red Marble 
Component
09 - Adhesive securing red 
marble component

BEFORE ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING AFTER ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING 

01 05

08

06

09
07

03 0204

C1.4: SEEING RED
How can the deceptive geometry of the Red Line 
composition be further enhanced through illumination?

The logic of the Red Horizon Line motif is translated to a smaller 
scale in the Debate Chamber. It performs as a spatial composition 
integral to the structure of the room, cutting through components 
in several orientations to appear as a face-on composition from 
the designated viewpoint; a dynamic form which aggregates into a 
defined architecture. Here, a vertical lines joins a pair of horizons. 

The spatial nature of the Red Line is formed through projection onto, and subtraction 
from, the building fabric from a defined viewpoint in 3D space. Whilst this works 
perfectly in computer simulations seen from the viewpoint, incrementally working 
towards reality brings new challenges such as illumination, brought up by the initial 
sunlight tests opposite. What good is the red line composition ‘locking into place’ if it 
cannot be seen in the darker corners of the Chamber, or when overexposed by sunlight 
from an adjacent window reveal? 

A solution has been proposed through the use of a light-dependant resistor (LDR) 
controlled inset LED system to illuminate the Red Line. The challenge present is how 
to illuminate the compositional elements of the line without a significant loss in diffuse 
light, most importantly with an awareness as to elements affecting the composition 
at any given point. For example, an area of the Red Line adjacent to a window reveal 
allowing sunlight to stream in (A) will require less lighting, as already visible to the 
eye of the viewer. Areas around the incident sunlight will need to be sufficiently lit 
to offset flux and ensure a calibrated composition (B), whereas in dark corners of the 
proposal (C) the marble will need to be strongly lit to appear constant relative to it’s 
surroundings. 

The object of using varied, responsive lighting inset into the Red Line construction 
is the destabilisation of a viewer’s perception. Like Canaletto’s faked views, it aims to 
deceive when viewed from the correct angle. When successful, the proposed system will 
appear to defy the physics of lighting as well as the laws of geometry.

The proposed system is inserted along either side of a red marble component in the 
building’s construction, and employs a strip photoresistor (LDR) of exposed calcium 
sulphide. This varies its resistance depending on the light intensity incident on it; from 
several thousand Ohms in the dark to only a few hundred when sunlight strikes it. A 
Pulse Width Modulation Board (PWM Board) embedded in the construction then 
measures the potential difference over the LDR component and outputs a signal. This 
signal controls the relative brightness of the inset LED strip facing the marble’s surface. 

Essentially, the incident light and the LED brightness are of inverse proportion. The less 
light present on the LDR (D), the brighter the marble is illuminated. When correctly 
calibrated, this should prove to offset the bright sunlight entering through apertures in 
the building fabric, allowing the red line to appear constant relative to it’s surroundings. 

< PWM Boards - such as Arduinos - allow 
consistent fading of the LED system through 
a rapid on/off  signal. This is advantageous 
over a traditional LDR system such as 
a streetlamp, which has a simple on/off 
threshold. 

A SLICED CONSTRUCTION

AN ISSUE OF ILLUMINATION

PROPOSAL

DETAIL 01 - 1:10 PLAN AND SECTION 
OF A RED LINE COMPONENT

see detail 02
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C1.5: CHAMBER FURNITURE
‘Capriccio’ design logic on a furniture scale

Canaletto’s Capriccio paintings were often inhabited with 
illustrative characters. Similarly, the Debate Chamber view is 
full of furniture aiming to embody the Capriccio design logic 
whilst serving the needs of the 21 municipal bodies of the 
UNESCO Steering Committee due to meet there.

The current arrangement comprises of seating stalls for the 
Steering Committee support teams (01), workstations for 
the Steering Committee delegates (02), and a podium for 
the Speaker at the Capriccio viewpoint (03). All are designed 
to facilitate an aesthetic ‘Venetian Vernacular’ from the 
Capriccio, embodying the material palette and motif shapes 
seen throughout the wider building at varying scales. 

The support team seating rises up, staggered, in stalls 
arranged radially from the Capriccio viewpoint. The radial 
arrangement presents each stall face-on, appearing almost 
two dimensional in the mid-ground of the Chamber 
Capriccio. The stalls are CLT construction, faced with 
locally sourced larch LVL. Adjoining steps are in concrete 
colour matched to samples from the existing Tronchetto 
bridge.  

Setting out of each furniture element will be 
calibrated through use of the General Arrangement 
plan and coded Capriccio View. 

CHARACTERS OF CAPRICCIO

01. SUPPORT TEAM 
SEATING

21 Delegate’s workstations are radially arranged 
facing the Speaker’s Podium, echoing the 
structure of the Podium and the arrangement 
of the peripheral seating stalls. 

Constructed from CLT ‘flat-pack’ pieces, the 
desks and chairs are inlaid with locally glazed 
tiles and a thin layer of aquitaine white-black 
marble (C, D). A frontal motif, reflecting 
the shapes of the acoustic panels suspended 
above, is comprised of the marble palette 
seen throughout the project - red porphyry, 
serpentine, and aquitaine white-black (G). 
Brass brackets (F) hold the pieces in place, 
whilst a brass desk light acts as a beacon when 
the chamber is darkened (A). 

A vertical red line motif cuts through one desk 
and, like all of the building fabric, it is cut away 
and replaced with machined red marble parts 
(H). 

The focal point of the Debate Chamber is the 
Capriccio viewpoint itself. Here, the leader 
of the debate will present proposals and 
take questions from the 21 delegates of the 
Steering Committee. The radial arrangement 
of the chamber is reflected at a small scale 
in the podium worktop; gold inlays in the 
timber construction align with the axis along 
which the Steering Committee delegates 
are positioned, with corresponding voids 
machined out of the timber upstand.

02. DELEGATES WORKSTATIONS

03. SPEAKER’S PODIUM

+
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180/21 = 
8.6 °
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C1.6: ACOUSTIC PANEL STRATEGY
How can acoustic treatment of the chamber be adjusted, 
reinforcing the horizontal red line composition of the Capriccio? 

The Debate Chamber’s form takes reference from traditional 
ampitheatres, stock trading floors, debating chambers and music 
venues. The radial arrangement is ideal for democratic discussion 
around a central speaker. 

However the cavernous space allowed by the portal 
frame structures generates potential for significant 
echoing. To mitigate this, acoustic baffles are 
recommended for suspension over hard reflective 
surfaces such as ceilings.

An acoustic panel arrangement is embraced as part 
of the Chamber Capriccio view. Suspended from the 
glulam portal frame and rafter structure, attenuating 
acoustic panels constructed of CLT board, foam 
insulation and brass are faced with various materials 
determined by the Capriccio view. These include 
white-black, red, and serpentine marble, mirrored and 
timber panels. 

Each acoustic panel, oriented as horizontal or vertical 
elements within the Capriccio view, is connected 
to the ceiling structure via steel wires and carabiner 
attachments. Ceiling hoists are remote controlled, 
allowing adjustment of the panel arrangement. 
During setting out, the default height of each acoustic 
panel is defined by it’s intersection with the ‘red line’ 
as observed from the Capriccio viewpoint. 

Setting out of the Acoustic Panels with regard to Point of 
Intersection with the Red Line motif, as seen from the Capriccio 
viewpoint. Adjustment is achieved by remote control pulleys. 

ADJUSTING ACOUSTICS

A

B

C

D

E

F
G

H
I

J

K

L
M

A - Chamber enclosing structure formed of glulam 
frames and timber rafters
B - Suspended acoustic panels positioned at 
intersections with ‘red line’
C - Remote Control Hoist made of steel with brass 
facing, bolted into roof structure
D - Remote control receiver ensures correct suspension 
height
E -  Steel wires suspending acoustic panels
F - Punctured facing material (defined by position 
within the Capriccio)
G - 50mm rockwool insulation layer
H - Brass panel frame
I - CLT back panel
J - Veneer materials are pre-drilled with holes for sound 
attenuation
K - Welded brass frame cradles other elements
L - Carabiner clip attached acoustic panel bracket to 
steel wire
M - Panel construction fixed into place with use of 
metal dowels

BUILD-UP
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+
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+
In the second Capriccio, the building is seen to 
act as a gateway to the Grand Canal for boats 
approaching it’s mouth. Viewers emerge from 
under the adjacent bridge and are confronted with 
the reinhabited ‘Bridge to Nowhere’; mirrored 
surfaces clad the entire underside of the existing 
bridge whilst built elements spring up, stretching 
across to the adjacent bridge and down to the 
water’s surface. One of these is a tidal gauge, 
collecting water to service the building and 
reflection pools, whilst reminding observers of the 
imminent dangers to Venice. A permeable facade 
consisting of moveable elements presents a material 
composition, and provides a visual corridor cut 
through to the Debate Chamber. 

CAPRICCIO 02: THE 
BOAT APPROACH
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C2.1: THE HORIZON LINE MOTIF
A marker to signify the Capriccio viewpoint.

Each of the Capriccio viewpoints of the Steering 
Committee’s HQ aim to present a material composition 
evoking traditional Venetian aesthetics alongside the 
brutality of Tronchetto, and a necessary modernity. 

In order for the architecture to ‘lock into place’ at these 
designated viewpoints, a marker or motif is needed which 
will only be of sense from the pre-defined viewpoints. 

A red ‘horizon line’ motif was chosen; evoking the precious 
status of red porphyry marble in Venetian tradition, these 
thin red lines form the heart of each composition.

The drawing below demonstrates the formation of each 
line; projection of the composition through the current 
building model from the aligned viewpoint allowed 
a subtraction to take place, assigning few very precise 
components the precious materiality. From anywhere 
other than the intended capriccio viewpoint, these red 
elements appear disaggregated. 

The progression on the right demonstrates the aggregation 
and disaggregation of the horizon line composition 
immediately prior and after arrival at the Second 
Capriccio viewpoint. 

PREMISE

PROCESS
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The ramp connecting the Tronchetto island 
entrance to the main bridge landscape of the 
proposal is bounded on one side by the cafe, and 
on the other by an interactive facade. 

The facade’s primary role is as a material 
composition viewed by approaching boats passing 
designated viewpoint for Capriccio 02. From 
this viewpoint the facade hints at a traditional 
Venetian construction of marbles, timber and 
brick, contrasted with the harsh concrete of 
Tronchetto; however it is  in reality a ‘stage set’ 
serving the Capriccio viewpoint, constructed of 
lightweight CLT components which are routed 
out and faced with locally sourced marbles, 
istrian stone panels and cast concrete tiles.

The facade is not solid; several areas of 
the composition are cut through the CLT 
construction allowing pedestrians using the 
ramp views out to the lagoon and the boats 
passing below. One visual corridor is cut from 
the Capriccio viewpoint, through the facade and 
right through the building, to provide a view of 
the speakers’ position in the Debate Chamber 
beyond. 

Aiming to present a low-
embodied ‘Venetian 
Vernacular’, traditional 
materials are employed as 
surface veneers as opposed 
to construction elements. 
Marble and stone slabs are 
split into thin layers and 
secured to a routed CLT 
construction. 

A MATERIAL COMPOSITION

A VIEWFINDER

C2.2: THE MOVEABLE FACADE
How can the bridge facade act as an 
interactive medium for transparency?
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1:50 cross section

1:20 plan of aperture

1:200 plan

1:200 elevation
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A - Gold leaf viewfinder occupying window reveal 
frames view to debate chamber
B - Moveable mirrored panels alter the perception of 
observers approaching via the Capriccio viewpoint
C - As throughout the buildings construction, a red 
line of marble is cut through the CLT buildup of 
the facade. This aggregates with other red elements 
when seen from the Capriccio viewpoint. 
D - CLT construction. The structure of the facade 
wall is provided by a CLT panel construction, 

joined with steel brackets to the bridge and other 
elements. The CLT has been routed out so that 
further elements can be secured flush with adhesive. 
E - Panels of light concrete are pre-cast and secured 
with adhesive, reflecting the adjacent Tronchetto 
Island. 
F - Thin slabs of serpentine marble are selectively 
applied to routed areas of the CLT construction. 
G - Istrian Stone facade cladding is slotted in to the 
CLT backboard, almost hiding the timber texture.

H - Brick base elements sit on the bridge supporting 
the CLT.
I - From the capriccio vantage point, a visual 
corridor is sliced through the CLT facade 
construction and building behind, allowing passers 
by a glimpse of the Speaker’s Position in the Debate 
Chamber beyond. 
J - Bronze elements serve to highlight the facade’s 
composition and provide support to an adjacent 
overhead canopy. 
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The core function of the Steering Committee’s 
HQ is as a place to reflect upon the problems of 
Venice; debating proposals to tackle environmental 
degradation of the Lagoon, over-tourism, urban 
renewal and preservation. An integral part of the 
brief asks how this can be manifested in the building; 
how can the scheme remind users of the problems 
being discussed. 

Initial design considerations included a ‘needle’ 
transcending the bridge; a tide stick constantly 
measuring variation in the lagoon water. This has 
evolved as a proposed tidal system consisting of 
two main areas: the Tidal Gauge and the Tidal 
Facade. Their purpose is to constantly monitor and 
reinterpret the fluctuating tide on site. 

Motion is transferred to the tidal facade; the 
illuminated red porphyry core is revealed or 
hidden.

A solid reclaimed timber tidal stick like those used elsewhere 
in the city visually marks the tidal level at any one time. The 
aged timber is inlaid with gold rings to mark the highest 
Acqua Altas on record; that of November 1966 (+1.94m), 
and that of November 2019 (1.87m).

THE BUILDING AS MEASURE

05: TIDAL FACADE TIDAL STICK

C2.3: TIDAL SYSTEMS
How can the building fabric interact with, 
interpret and monitor the tide?

Location of the Tidal Gauge and Facade 
within the Boat Capriccio View.

A, D - Weatherproofed timber facade element
B - Moveable istrian stone facade element
C - Serpentine Marble facade element
E - Pulley system transferring the counterweight’s motion to Tidal Facade
F - Galvanised steel counterweight
G - Istrian stone channel through cafe floor housing steel wire
H - Reclaimed wooden tidal stick inscribed with highest Acqua Altas
I - Red Porphyry marble core, illuminated and revealed with tidal motion
J - Brass channels guiding facade movement (see B)
K - Concrete back panels, colour matched to existing concrete bridge

A

B

C

BUILD-UP
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1:200 elevation
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A connecting steel wire is driven through a 
brass channel inlaid into the cafe floor. 

The movement of the tidal facade is a cyclical event, 
mirroring that of the tide. In Venice, there are two 
tide cycles per day with a typical high tide of +0.66m, 
and low tide of +0.2m. Please see the linked video 
for a tidal demonstration conducted over a period of 
24 hours on 02.05.2020, with a high tide of +0.6m 
and a low tide of +0.21m. This demonstration is as-
observed from the Capriccio viewpoint. 

Vertical displacement of the float causes the 
first pulley to turn, activating the system. 

 A brass float is suspended on galvanised steel 
wire into the lagoon water below.

A second set of pulleys is activated, and a 
galvanised steel counter-weight mirrors the 
original movement of the brass float opposite.

1. The Tidal Facade presents a material composition, as seen throughout the proposal, 
to a viewer located at the Boat Capriccio viewpoint. Locally sourced marbles, timber, 
concrete with brass highlights speak of the Venetian Vernacular. An illuminated band 
of red porphyry marble is revealed to viewers at a rate proportionate to the change in 
tide level (A-J).

2. The Facade is activated by moving elements of the Tidal Gauge. A brass float is 
displaced in accordance with change in tide level, with motion transferred via a pulley 
system to the moving facade elements. A channel of water leads to the pulleys from 
the tidal gauge itself, which functions to collect water from the lagoon for building 
services as well as record tidal data. Collected lagoon water is held in a water storage 
tank forming part of a wall of the adjacent Seminar Room. An Automatic Data 
Recorder measures pulley and tide movement, whilst a heat exchange pump and 
other plant equipment allow for heating of incoming water and dispersion to the rest 
of the scheme (L-S).

03: WIRE

DEMONSTRATING THE CYCLE

02: PULLEY 1

01: FLOAT

04: PULLEY 2

PREMISE

L - Brass float (vertically displaced with tide)
M - Galvanised steel marker moves at eye height
N - Pulley activated by float movement
O - Water channel from tank
P - Collected water tank
Q - Digital ADR and heat source pump
R - Tidal Gauge arm containing pipe/pump arrangement
S - Water collected from lagoon and samples taken

BUILD-UP (CONTINUED)
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Existing site data recorded for the project on a visit by the architect, 
Jan. 2020. This has been used to construct a 3D environment used to 
simulate reality in the initial AVRs below for Capriccio 02.

C2.4: CAPRICCIO METHODOLOGY

‘Verified views’, or AVR (accurate visual representations) are architectural 
photo-montages utilised throughout the design and planning stages of 
a project to predict with veritable accuracy how a proposal will appear 
in it’s context. 

The Steering Committee HQ has been defined throughout it’s design 
process by the several Capriccio discussed in this report. It is only fitting 
that this driving force transfers to the planning, design and construction 
process; AVRs such as Capriccio 02 will be presented to the UNESCO 
Steering Committee, the Venice City Council and other relevant bodies 
throughout the planning and detailed design phases.

The Capriccio views will be utilised as AVRs throughout the procurement, 
design and construction stages of the project as follows:

01 - Procurement - Handled through the UN Global Marketplace 
as is standard for UNESCO and UN projects. The existing design 
will be shown through drawings and renders of developmental 3D 
models paired with existing site photographs in order to secure the 
project. 

02 - Site Survey - Once moving ahead, a design team will return 
to site to perform a survey of greater accuracy, including carefully 
controlled photography from each Capriccio viewpoint. Reference 
points on the existing site will be marked, their distance measured 
in 3D space from each designated viewpoint. Each point will be 
geo-located by means of OS coordinates and a height above a 
specified datum. 

03 - True AVR Representation - During the planning consultation 
and advanced design of the project, the data gathered can be 
used to align iterative 3D models of the proposal with the OS 
photographic site data. This will be incrementally presented 
throughout the design process, progressing through the specified 
AVR categories 0 (Massing) to 1/2 (Detailing) to 3 (Material 
representation).  Use of the Capriccio as a constantly updating 
AVR will allow for seamless negotiation in the massing, detail, and 
material choices of the project.

The below drawing demonstrates planned data collection. A digital 
SLR camera (A) is mounted on a platform (B) and levelled horizontally 
and laterally. Temporary piles and diversion of the Vaporetto route will 
ensure no movement. A 360 degree panorama is photographed with a 
minimum of 50% overlap between frames. The exact OS map location 
of the designated viewpoint is recorded. 

A tripod mounted laser measures distances to reference points on the 
site, as seen below. The triangulation of the gathered measurements will 
allow improvements to be made to working computer model of the site 
and proposal, resulting in veritably accurate visual representations.

The working 3D model is shown above at the various levels of AVR detail. 
The planned reference points relate to points of significance in the capriccio 
view, their position in 3D space measured onsite with the arrangement 
below. 

A - Digital SLR 
Camera equipped 
with LEICA laser 
measure and GPS 
locator
B - Temporary 
survey platform
C - Levelling 
measures 
D - Temporary 
piles anchoring 
platform to canal 
bed ensure minimal 
movement. 

A

B

EXISTING AVR PROCESS

APPLICATION

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

AVR Level 0 _  Massing

AVR Level 1 _ Initial Detailing

AVR Level 2 _ Advanced Detailing

AVR Level 3 _ Materiality

Capriccio as Procurement Strategy
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Brian Eckersley
Eckersley O’Callaghan
LONDON

Hareth Pochee
Max Fordham
LONDON

E SEAR
LONDON

PreConstruct London 
LONDON

Studio Tamassociati
VENICE

Communication throughout the design and construction of the 
Steering Committee’s HQ will largely be through rendered Capriccio 
images, corresponding site photographs and scans, and GA drawings. 
The adjacent diagram demonstrated active channels of communication 
between parties involved. This diagram will be applicable throughout the 
duration of the contract, though roles will differ depending on progress. 

The Lead Architect will be responsible for coordinating all of the above parties and 
any further consultants in the design and realisation of the project. During the 
later stages, the Lead Architect must regularly issue updated construction packages 
comprising of rendered capriccio views and GA drawings.

Appointed by tender, the Lead Contractor will be responsible for interpreting the 
architects instructions, coordinating all subcontractors and adhering to the set-out 
plan of work and pricing schedule. They will relay information to the lead architect 
in London via photography, written reports and markups, and 3D scan surveys.

Appointed by the lead contractor and lead architect, sub contractors will be responsible 
for the specialist Venetian finishes within the Steering Committee’s HQ. They will 
work from Capriccio views which have been selectively rendered to explain the role of 
the relevant material or area in question.

Brought on by the lead architect, specialist consultants will advise on M&E matters, 
structural and environmental design, and AVR (Accurate Visual Representation) 
techniques. Working from the architect’s preliminary designs, they will provide a 
further level of detail to be incorporated into a central 3D model. The consequences 
of these changes will be seen in Capriccio views, which the architect will then reissue. 
A consultant architect will also be present onsite throughout the build when needed.

- INFORMATION
- INSTRUCTION
- FEEDBACK

CLIENT TEAM

DESIGN TEAM

CONSTRUCTION TEAM
LEAD CONTRACTOR

SUB-CONTRACTS

FURNITURE 
MANUFACTURE, 
INSTALLATION 

AND 
CALIBRATION

VERNACULAR 
FINISHES 
- LOCAL  

TRADESMEN

GLUE LAMINATED 
TIMBER 

SOURCING AND 
MANUFACTURE

COPPER SHEET 
ROOFING 

MANUFACTURE 
AND INSTALLATION

CLT SOURCING 
AND   

MANUFACTURE

LIGHTING 
MANUFACTURE, 
INSTALLATION 

AND 
CALIBRATION

LEAD ARCHITECT

ARCHITECTS ON 
LOCATION

STRUCTURAL 
CONSULTANT

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSULTANT

AVR / VERIFIED 
VIEW CONSULTANTS

CAPRICCIO AS COMMUNICATION

THE MINISTRY OF CULTURE 
AND TOURISM

THE CITY OF 
VENICE

UNESCO STEERING 
COMMITTEE

UNESCO 
BOARD

LEAD 
ARCHITECT

SITE 
ARCHITECT

Updated Capriccio 
Views and GA Drawings

CONSULTANTS CLIENT TEAM

LEAD 
CONTRACTOR

SUB 
CONTRACTORS
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+
CAPRICCIO 03: THE 
BRIDGE ENTRANCE

Members of the public, whether tourist or Venetian, 
are enticed to engage with the bridge through it’s 
altered trajectory and the fragmented building 
form that feeds off it. Viewing corridors can be 
traced from this viewpoint throughout the whole 
scheme; the horizon line, the viewing platform, 
even into the debate chamber. The Tower rises 
above in the distance, acting as a landmark for 
those approaching the building, whilst rainwater 
collection pools reflect sunlight in the early hours 
and encourage a mist to form over the bridge 
landscape.38
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The first test of the Bridge Entrance Capriccio is conducted in 
winter, in full sunlight with low humidity and fog resulting in high 
visibility. These ideal conditions in terms of composition provide 

strong shadows throughout the day, clearly highlighting geometrical 
elements of the scheme. Lighting under the bridge is considered to 
add another layer of depth to the view.

The second test was  conducted with the sun’s action set 
to 20.12.20, but assuming a foggy day. The humidity of 
the atmosphere has been increased in the renderer to 70-
80%, with a visibility range of 100 and 500 metres. Here 
we see the Capriccio become obstructed by the winter fog, 
prompting questions as to how to ensure illumination of 
the important compositional elements. 

As a result of these tests several lighting elements have 
been proposed and modelled in the simulation, lighting 
the scheme as seen from Capriccio 01. Relative power will 
be  confirmed through calibrated on site by appearance 
relative to surroundings and distance from the Capriccio 
Viewpoint. 

Lighting Elements Implemented in TEST 03, misty 
conditions: 

01 - Inset LED underlighting proposed to all reflection 
pools and CLT floorplanes occupying the existing bridge, 
serving to highlight geometry of the proposal. Power: 500 
Lumens.

02 - Inset LED strips proposed on the entrance bridge in 
the foreground of the Capriccio View. Functioning like 
airport runway lights, these guide the viewers eye into the 
heart of the scheme. Power: 250 Lumens.

03 - Illumination to all interior spaces which disseminates 
through apertures in the building fabric. Varied Power. 

04 - LED floodlights to the underside of the existing bridge. 
Their effect further enhanced by mirrored cladding, these 
guide boats safely under the project. Power: 850 Lumens.

05 - Light in the tower. The tower becomes a beacon, a 
lighthouse for boats that may be approaching the city. 
Power: 10000 Lumens.

A night-time render test indicated greatly 
improved visibility of the whole scheme. In fact, 
the illuminated renders seem over-exposed; careful 
control and variation of each lighting element 
onsite and in response to exterior light levels will be 
necessary. This will ensure a well illuminated, yet 
still visually comfortable, Capriccio.

08:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 30%, Fog 0%, 
Visibility 1000m

10:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 80%, Fog 90%, 
Visibility 100m

10:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 80%, Fog 90%, 
Visibility 100m

16:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 70%, Fog 75%, 
Visibility 500m

21:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 45%, Fog 90%, 
Visibility 500m

WITHOUT 
ILLUMINATION

WITH 
ILLUMINATION

WITH 
ILLUMINATION 
- MODERATED

21:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 45%, Fog 90%, 
Visibility 500m

21:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 45%, Fog 90%, 
Visibility 500m

14:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 80%, Fog 90%, 
Visibility 100m

17:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 70%, Fog 75%, 
Visibility 500m

13:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 30%, Fog 0%, 
Visibility 1000m

16:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 30%, Fog 0%, 
Visibility 1000m

TEST 01: CLEAR SKY

TEST 02: MIST

TEST 03: MIST WITH ILLUMINATION

TEST 04: NIGHT

10:00 hours, 20.12.20
Humidity 60%, Fog 70%, 
Visibility 500m

* The winter fog over Venice. 
Waterbuses use radar deflection to 
navigate the Canal channel in low 
visibility. 

C3.1: ENVIRONMENTAL 
APPEARANCE

One of the most important aspects of Canaletto’s Capriccio 
was the idealised light condition which he portrayed; often 
a strong, bright sunlight with crisp shadows. Whilst this 
will sometimes be the case in the Steering Committee’s HQ 
(Test 01), care has been taken to ensure the appearance and 
illumination of each Capriccio is considered to ensure a 
painterly quality in various climatic conditions. This 
includes the preservation of the Red Horizon Line motif 
from each viewpoint. The extreme nature of the Venetian 
climate is well documented; a mid-winter day in the lagoon 
will often yield either clear blue skies and bright sunlight, 
or a thick mist rolling in from the water*. 

Capriccio under different conditions

NOTE: All rendering tests performed in V-Ray Next for 
Rhino 3D with Bongo animation plugin. Model is geo-located 
with HDRI sky integrated for increased accuracy in weather 
conditions. Virtual Camera Exposure Value = 12.5EV. 
Camera onsite to match this during calibration of lighting 
elements. 
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2021 2022 2023

J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M

Stage 0: Strategic Definition

Contract, Outline & Proposed 
Capriccio Viewpoints

Temporary Diversion of Vaporetto 
Route

Site Analysis from Capriccio 
Viewpoints

Program Established

Stage 1: Preparation and Brief

Brief & Objectives

Budget & Feasibility

Confirm Capriccio Viewpoints

Appoint consultant to advise on 
Venetian Vernacular materials, 
techniques and sub-contractors

Appoint AVR Consultant

Appoint Environmental Consultant

Appoint Structural Consultant

Stage 2: Concept Design 

Concept Design

Provisional Design of Mechanical 
Elements (tidal gauge, transparent 
facade)

Test Renderings performed under 
varying conditions

Issue of VR-compatible concept 
design for review alongside drawings

Presentation to the UNESCO Steering 
Committee

Consultation with the City of Venice 
with regard to protected and framed 
views from the project

Initial sign-off of Capriccio views and 
GA drawings

Cost, Feasibility & Final Brief

Stage 3: Developed Design

Developed Design

Building Regs Overview

Project Strategy Review

Engineering Consultant 

Environmental Consultant 

Planning Application Submitted 

Cost & Client Review

Stage 4: Technical Design

Technical Design

Tidal Gauge Package

Transparent Facade Package

Furniture Package

Construction Strategy & Process

Tests through rendering and samples

Tender & Contract Appointment

Review and appointment of 
Subcontracted Local Tradesmen to 
undertake detail finishes

Stage 5: Construction

Site Prep: Notices and Hoarding 

Diversion of Vaporetto Route and Isola 
Nova Del Tronchetto Traffic

Perform setting-out from calibrated 
Capriccio Viewpoints

Screw Foundations to be prepared on 
Existing Bridge and Tronchetto Island

Off-site fabrication of primary glulam 
beam structure

Off-site fabrication of secondary CLT 
structure

Delivery and Installation of Primary 
Glulam beam structure

Delivery and Installation of secondary 
CLT components

Delivery and Installation of copper 
sheet roofing and required buildup

Detail construction by subcontracted 
Local Craftsmen under contractor’s 
supervision

Tests & Adjustments

Snagging

Stage 6: Handover

Thorough building testing and analysis 
from and around Capriccio viewpoints 

Stage 7: In Use

Post Occupancy Evaluation

Completion

Stage Report issued to Client & 
Design Teams in the form of 
CAPRICCIO VIEWS & GA 
DRAWINGS

1
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2021 2022 2023

J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M

Stage 0: Strategic Definition

Contract, Outline & Proposed 
Capriccio Viewpoints

Temporary Diversion of Vaporetto 
Route

Site Analysis from Capriccio 
Viewpoints

Program Established

Stage 1: Preparation and Brief

Brief & Objectives

Budget & Feasibility

Confirm Capriccio Viewpoints

Appoint consultant to advise on 
Venetian Vernacular materials, 
techniques and sub-contractors

Appoint AVR Consultant

Appoint Environmental Consultant

Appoint Structural Consultant

Stage 2: Concept Design 

Concept Design

Provisional Design of Mechanical 
Elements (tidal gauge, transparent 
facade)

Test Renderings performed under 
varying conditions

Issue of VR-compatible concept 
design for review alongside drawings

Presentation to the UNESCO Steering 
Committee

Consultation with the City of Venice 
with regard to protected and framed 
views from the project

Initial sign-off of Capriccio views and 
GA drawings

Cost, Feasibility & Final Brief

Stage 3: Developed Design

Developed Design

Building Regs Overview

Project Strategy Review

Engineering Consultant 

Environmental Consultant 

Planning Application Submitted 

Cost & Client Review

Stage 4: Technical Design

Technical Design

Tidal Gauge Package

Transparent Facade Package

Furniture Package

Construction Strategy & Process

Tests through rendering and samples

Tender & Contract Appointment

Review and appointment of 
Subcontracted Local Tradesmen to 
undertake detail finishes

Stage 5: Construction

Site Prep: Notices and Hoarding 

Diversion of Vaporetto Route and Isola 
Nova Del Tronchetto Traffic

Perform setting-out from calibrated 
Capriccio Viewpoints

Screw Foundations to be prepared on 
Existing Bridge and Tronchetto Island

Off-site fabrication of primary glulam 
beam structure

Off-site fabrication of secondary CLT 
structure

Delivery and Installation of Primary 
Glulam beam structure

Delivery and Installation of secondary 
CLT components

Delivery and Installation of copper 
sheet roofing and required buildup

Detail construction by subcontracted 
Local Craftsmen under contractor’s 
supervision

Tests & Adjustments

Snagging

Stage 6: Handover

Thorough building testing and analysis 
from and around Capriccio viewpoints 

Stage 7: In Use

Post Occupancy Evaluation

Completion

Stage Report issued to Client & 
Design Teams in the form of 
CAPRICCIO VIEWS & GA 
DRAWINGS

1

STAGE 0 - STRATEGIC DEFINITION

- The initial program is established, and client/design team relationships are formed. Initial Capriccio 
viewpoints are used as a focal point for discussions about the proposed building’s form, purpose and strategy.  
- The existing site is laser surveyed and photo-analysed from the Capriccio viewpoints as described on page 
36. 
- The data gathered in the advanced site survey will be incorporated into a geo-located 3D model, including 
accurate definition of the Capriccio Viewpoints in 3D space. 
 
STAGE 1 - PREPARATION AND BRIEF

- The project brief is presented as a package which utilises the initial Capriccio Views alongside General 
Arrangement Drawings. This assists in the employment of AVR, Environmental and Structural Consultants. 
 
STAGE 2 - CONCEPT DESIGN
 
2.1. Generation of iterative digital Capriccio 
- Provisional iterative designs of technical elements (such as the tidal gauge, heat source pump and transparent 
facade) are fed into a model from which digital Capriccio views are continuously updated. On a similar 
premise to BIM, any alteration by consultant or designer is consequently reflected in the capriccio view. 
 
2.2. Rendering Tests 
- Rendering tests are conducted upon the Capriccio views using V-Ray and Rhinoceros 3D, in different 
weather conditions of the Venetian climate. This is used in the specification and testing of materials.
 
STAGE 3 - DEVELOPED DESIGN

- 360-degree VR simulations of each capriccio view are rendered for use in presentations and consultations 
with the client team, planning authorities and project consultants. These are ‘signed off’ alongside a 
traditional GA drawing set, and submitted for planning approval by the City of Venice.

STAGE 4 - TECHNICAL DESIGN
 
4.1. Central Model Workflow 
- As the technical elements of the project (including the tidal gauge, the transparent facade, lighting and 
acoustic baffling systems) are refined in more detail with the input of specialist consultants, changes in their 
models are linked into a central 3D work-session file.  
- This central file has the Capriccio viewpoints accurately geo-located and primed to render; accordingly, a 
workflow is established where the consequence of any design change is immediately reflected in the Capriccio 
views.  
- The file would be set to automatically render and save an iterative .jpg file at regular intervals; higher quality 
renders will be scheduled for planning submissions, consultations with the client team, and tender package 
output. 
 
4.2. Tender Package 
- The tender package used for pricing by potential contractors and specialist sub-contractors will be made 
up of rendered capriccio images alongside traditional GA plans. This will allow more the more traditionally-
minded to read 2D plans and sections, whilst gaining an understanding of the visual, material and 
atmospheric standards required through experiencing the digital Capriccio views. 
 
STAGE 5 - CONSTRUCTION
 
5.1. Setting Out 
- Prior to work commencing, setting out is performed on site using sight lines projected from the capriccio 
viewpoints. The sight lines are assigned a code referencing their associated Capriccio view and order (eg. C1A 
- C1H), and marked on the existing site where possible. 
- These sight lines are referenced in all Capriccio renders, General Arrangement drawings, details and 
consultant drawings, limiting risk of misunderstandings between parties. 
 
5.2. Remote Monitoring 
- Prior to work commencing, a live-feed camera is precisely located at each Capriccio viewpoint. This will 
enable members of the design team and client team to monitor construction progress on-site in real time, 
answering queries and cross referencing reality with the working 3D model. This remote monitoring through 
the Capriccio viewpoints will be particularly useful as much of the design team is located in London and 
opportunities for site visits will be limited. 

5.3. Augmented Reality 
- Certain elements of the construction and finishing of the project will require high level of accuracy in 
calibration with views to the surrounding city.  
- In these cases, contractors working onsite will be able to utilise GPS-active, Hololens smart devices provided 
by the design team. The headsets employ augmented reality to show selected elements of a working 3D model 
in real space.  
- For example, the window reveal of the seminar room will need to be carved out of a rigid insulation 
upstand, tracing the outline of the Grand Canal’s entrance visible beyond. Rather than completing this by 
eye, a contractor can wear a Hololens which will visualise the cone of vision required, and resulting profile of 
the window reveal.

C3.2: CAPRICCIO IN THE PLAN OF WORK
Capriccio as a tool for communication, setting 
out, and quality control in the Plan of Work
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C1-4 = Capriccio Views 01-04
RP = Reflection Pool
01 - Public Entrance from Tronchetto Island
02 - Enclosed entrance ramp framing views of the building and sur-
rounding context
03 - Sections of roof reaching down to the water level
04 - Public Entrance Piazza
05 - Stepped Seating Area 
06 - Entrance to the debating chamber
07 - Side viewing gallery
08 - Chamber reception desk

KEY
09 - Staircase down to service level and up to public viewing gallery
10 - Workspaces for teams of the Steering Committee
11 - Delegates Positions (21 Prime Seats)
12 - Acoustic Buffer
13 - Speaker’s position
14 - Structural Glulam portal frame columns
15 - WCs
16 - Exterior walkway for access to workspaces
17 - Delegates Jetty
18 - Delegates entrance
19 - Public ramp to the reinhabited bridge landscape

20 - Window wall facade with moveable shading elements
21 - Dotted position of canopy above
22 - Front and rear cafe service areas
23 - Cantilevered brick cafe terrace
24 - Exterior cafe terrace areas
25 - Public viewing platforms framing views to surroundings
26 - Seminar Room 1
27 - Bridge Landscape - Level 4
28 - Tidal gauge equipment  . ADR (Automatic Data Recorder) func-
tioning as seminar room wall
29 - Seminar Room 2

30 - Seminar Room 3
31 - Tidal arm collecting lagoon water for building services
32 - Tidal still measuring tide level
33 - Corresponding counterweight controlling tidal facade below
34 - Dotted position of ramp above providing access from adjacent 
bridge
35 - Bridge Landscape - Level 3
36 - Sheltered seating areas
37 - Dotted position of movable canopy above 
38 - Bridge Landscape - Level 2
39 - Bridge Reception

40 - Provision for temporary market space
41 - Roof overhanging lower walkways
42 - Bridge Landscape - Level 1
43 - Entrance ramp from public jetty below
44 - Public jetty (passing underneath existing bridges)
45 - Proposed new waterbus stop
46 - Existing functioning car bridge adjacent to site
47 - Entrance ramp from Historic Venice
48 - Entrance ramp from adjacent builders yard
49 - Dotted position of glulam roof structure above

THE STEERING COMMITTEE HUB: 
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT PLAN 

DRAWING SCALE: 1:200 @ A1
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C3.3: RAINWATER STRATEGY

Venice is known for it’s dramatic weather changes throughout the year. With 
a relative humidity ranging from 70-80%, and an average rainfall of 830mm 
per year, winter days are cool and foggy whilst summer days hot and sultry. 
On two initial site visits in the space of 24 hours, I experienced the speed 
at which the weather tends to change it’s mind (P1). A key consideration 
in the design of the Steering Committee’s HQ is how each Capriccio view, 
and the building as a whole, converses with the environment it sits in; both 
physically, in terms of the concrete bridge and lagoon water below, and in 
terms of changing weather and tide conditions. The tide is addressed through 
the responsive movement of the Tidal Gauge and Facade, both remaining 
visible in the Bridge Entrance Capriccio. The environment will be further 
addressed through the addition of water to the bridge landscape. 

Each Reflection Pool 
occupying the Bridge 
Landscape is clad in 

fair faced concrete, 
becoming stained with 

copper patination 
runoff over time. 

Excess water overflows 
through a copper 

spout at times of heavy 
rain, returning to the 

Lagoon below. 

Inset LED lighting 
underneath the 
reflection pools 

highlights them in the 
Capriccio View.

Reflection Pool bases 
are inlaid with 

coloured glazed tiles 
and a copper channel 
from local sources in  

Historic Venice. 

View on the Bridge, 
15:00, 17.01.20

P1. 

P2. 

View from adjacent Bridge, 
11:00, 18.01.20

I propose to collect rainwater using the large copper roofscape of the project, 
before diverting it as a feature to inhabit the revived bridge landscape. The 
copper roofscapes of the project will have large volume of water incident on 
them throughout one year, given that their total surface area of the copper 
roofs present in the project is 2438m2. It follows that: 

Yearly rainfall = 0.83m 
Roof Area = 2438m2

Yearly Rainfall (m) x Roof Area (m2) = Max. volume of rainwater collected 
(m3)  

0.83 x 2438 = 2024m3 p/year 
= 39m3 p/week

The approximate 39m3 of rainfall received per week will be directed into 
rainwater gulleys at the edges of the copper sheet-clad  roofs. From here it 
will run down to the bridge level, where it will be siphoned into the reflection 
pool system or utilised for building services.

- In the current iteration of the proposal, there are 13 reflection pools with 
a total surface area in plan of 208m2. Assigning a 100mm depth to each 
reflection pool gives a storage volume of 20.8m3.

- If 19m2 is assigned for use in building services within one average week, 
20m3 of rainfall will remain to flow through the reflection pool system, 
meaning a full cycle has been completed.

^ The dependence of the reflection pools on 
rainfall will create a dynamic element in the 
Capriccio; emptying to reveal inlaid tiling during 
dry weather, or overflowing and acting as entrance 
waterfalls after heavy rain. 

SETTING THE SCENE

PROPOSAL FOR A RAINWATER  COLLECTION 
+ REFLECTION POOL SYSTEM

01

02

The proposal in dialogue with Rainfall, Climate and the Lagoon

03

04

P1. 

P2. 
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An unexpected feature was thrown up during research of the Rainwater - 
Reflection Pool system. The Vasa Museum in Stockholm (P3) has a large scale 
sculptural copper roofscape, similar to this project. A study conducted in July 
1999 by the Scandinavian Copper Development Association looked at the concrete 
elements supporting and surrounding the copper roof, finding that blue-green 
staining was caused as a result of the roof ’s patina wearing down under the flow 
of rainwater. Some concrete samples from the site were found to have been 
turned blue-green right through their thickness. Rather than being released 
to the atmosphere, the waste products of the copper roof ’s corrosion had 
travelled in the water as run-off before becoming bound with and locked into 
the concrete. According to data in the study, it can be estimated that 0.15mm/
year a year of copper corrosion product is transferred in this interaction, or 0.025% 
of the sheet metal’s thickness. 
 
I propose to use this phenomenon in the Steering Committee’s HQ. Rainwater 
will run off the patinated copper roof sheets, taking with it small amounts 
of semi-dissolved oxidised copper material. Upon reaching reflection pools at 
the bridge level of the scheme, the patinated copper will be absorbed by the 
pools’ concrete facing. It is hoped that over a period of 5-7 years this will 
lead to a blue-green staining of the concrete pools, a visual dialogue with the 
patinated copper roofscape above and the lagoon waters below. As throughout 
the project, concrete is used here as a veneer finish as opposed to structural 
material. With the inner CLT structure appropriately weatherproofed, the 
staining of the concrete facing remains a purely visual concern.

Venice is well known for its thick sea mist, which rolls in on winter days preceding 
the first Acqua Alta of the year. Whilst mist forms naturally over bodies of water 
in certain conditions, there are opportunities for this to be enhanced artificially.  
Taking reference from the Miroir d’eau in Bordeaux, France, a heating system is proposed 
to the shallow reflection pools facing the Capriccio viewpoint which would artificially 
encourage the formation of mist over the pools. A baseplate incorporating copper piping is 
inserted into the construction of each pool - sandwiched between the CLT inner structure 
and the concrete facing. This piping connects to a hot water system not dissimilar from 
conventional under-floor heating, with heat provided from plant in the main body of the 
building. When activated, and in the right conditions, water in the reflection pool begins 
to evaporate before condensing as mist droplets in the cold air above the pool. The subtle 
heating of the water over a large surface area results in the formation of mist above. 

A -  Reflection pools are clad in fair-faced concrete. The material 
acquires staining over time as a result of patinated copper material 
runoff from the roof system. 
B - Copper piping bringing hot water from the Tidal Gauge reservoir 
embedded in an insulating substrate board. Sandwiched in the base of 
the reflection pool, its heat enables the formation of mist at designated 
times of day. 
C - CLT core construction. This connects into the CLT floorplate system 
which ties into the existing pre-tensioned concrete bridge structure. 

06:30am, 20.06.2020. Morning sunlight ricochets off the 
reflection pools towards the Capriccio viewpoint. 

12:30pm, 20.06.2020. A combination of midday sun and the RP 
heating system cause a mist to condense over the reflection pools. 

11:00am, 18.01.2020. The Capriccio is barely visible for 
rain; the Reflection Pools have become waterfalls. 

COPPER RUNOFF CONCEPT

MIST CREATION CONCEPT

BUILD-UP

C

B

A

P3. The Vasa Museum, Stockholm, and concrete fragments 
from the Scandinavian Copper Development Association 
study, 1999

Miroir d’eau, Bordeux, 
France. The world’s largest 
reflecting pool, exhaling a 

layer of mist every 5 seconds. 43
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CAPRICCIO 04: THE 
SEMINAR ROOM

Available for hire among SC members and the 
public alike, several Seminar Rooms occupy the 
existing concrete ‘Bridge to Nowhere’ and provide 
a quiet place to meet whilst overlooking Venice 
and the Lagoon. Apertures in the building fabric 
are designed to exactly frame and give meaning to 
points of interest outside,  whilst similar vernacular 
textures are evoked on a smaller scale through the 
veneers present in the room. The water tank of the 
Tidal Gauge provides diffused light to the room 
throughout the day, whilst the Red Line enters to 
become a shelf unit. 44
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C4.1: VIEW CALIBRATION

The Steering Committee’s HQ acts as a nostalgic representation, 
evoking the vernacular of Historic Venice whilst thoroughly 
contemporary. That said it should also look outward, functioning as 
a lens through which to view the city itself; the cause and effect of 
all the Steering Committee’s meetings and discussions. Available for 
hire among SC members and the public alike, the Seminar Rooms 
provide a quieter place to meet and discuss whilst viewing the city.

Attention is drawn to selected distant views by careful calibration of 
apertures in the building fabric; viewports to the city. The designated 
views for the Seminar Room shown include the nearby Police Station 
(V1, 180.2m), the mouth of the Grand Canal (V2, 258.9m) and 
the ferry routes approaching it, the Ponte della Libertà bridge (V3, 
276.0m), and the Tower on the northern limit of the proposal (V4, 
74.6m).

As with all initial site surveillance, analysis will be conducted using a 
geo-located DSLR camera and laser measure on a tripod positioned 
at the Capriccio viewpoint. From here, views will be recorded in a 
panorama and aligned within the working 3D Rhinoceros model. 
Visual corridors are established from the designated viewpoint to the 
outline of the privileged views in question (A, below).

CLT structural panels and external facade elements are CNC 
milled during production, thus forming the viewing apertures. 
These apertures should be of minute accuracy, utilising detailed 
measurements from the 3D model. All elements are delivered to 
site via boat from the Marghera warehouse. During assembly, rigid 
insulation incorporated into the wall buildups is tapered using a 
multi-tool, matching the pre-milled apertures (B, below).

After installation of floor plates and primary structural walls on 
site, a visual assessment is undertaken by the site architect, Studio 
Tamassociati. Again positioning a level camera at the Capriccio 
viewpoint (00), views to the exterior sights are recorded, testing the 
accuracy of the milled apertures. Peripheral recordings are also taken 
at points 01 and 02. This returns a percentage value as to how much 
of the sight is visible from each viewpoint; a value of the geometrical 
sensitivity for each opening. The goal is that above 99% is achieved 
in the real life tests. 

There must be contingency for a margin of error considered in the 
meeting of a 99% value, as each viewpoint/aperture/sight relationship 
is so delicate.  Similar to how the rigid insulation will be cut and 
tapered, there is potential for apertures in the other components to 
be refined on-site. Any apparent inaccuracies will be discussed as a  
product of the above report, before a decision will be taken by the 
lead architect as to how to proceed. 

PREMISE 

SURVEY

MANUFACTURE & INSTALLATION

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS
ALTERATIONS

How can the Seminar Room act as a Viewport to 
the City?
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CAPRICCIO VIEW, with viewing apertures highlighted

B. Corresponding apertures are milled through the building fabric.

A. Visual Corridors are established from the viewpoint to 
each exterior point of interest.
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A - Viewing apertures are CNC milled out of pre-fabricated CLT panels from survey data taken 
onsite. This acts to frame selective exterior views from inside the Seminar Room. 
B - Floor buildup comprising of CLT panels and timber struts. 
C - Typical wall buildup consisting of brick slip interior veneer cladding, milled CLT panel with 
recessions to receive cladding, exterior rigid insulation, and exterior Istrian Stone cladding with 
resilient bar fixings.
D - Red marble inserts cutting through the building fabric.
E - The Tidal Gauge water tank provides diffused lighting to the Seminar Room throughout the 
day. 
F - Roof buildup consisting of glue-laminated timber beams, plywood shell structure, and copper 
sheet cladding. 
G - Brise Soleil allow diffused sunlight into the Seminar Room to ensure optimum working 
Daylight Factor.

H - Bespoke interior pendant lighting supplements daylight and ensures sufficient task light. 
I -  The rear arm of the Tidal Gauge extends down to the lagoon, collecting water to be stored in 
the tank (E).
J - Gold plated metal brackets line veneer elements and form window reveals to clerestory glazing, 
also framing views to the exterior. 
K - The Red Line Motif becomes three dimensional, taking on function as interior shelving. 
L - The Seminar Room furniture is designed and calibrated onsite to align with exterior views. 
M - The designated Capriccio Viewpoint from which the exterior views align and the red line 
aggregates. 
N - Gold inlays to the polished concrete floor finish draw attention to framed exterior views. 
0 - Bridge attachment consisting of glue-laminated timber beams with steel shoe brackets above 
and below.

BUILD-UP
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C4.2: MATERIAL STRATEGY

01. CLT & Glulam (EWPs)
Structural walls, floorplates and ceilings. 
EWPs are manufactured using locally 
sourced spruce in a Marghera factory. Pieces 
are accurately made, with apertures framing 
external views CNC routed before delivery 
to site, as well as indents to accommodate 
veneers. Source: Veneto/Trentino forests.

01: CLT sourcing and 
manufacture

Timber is locally sourced before 
being delivered to the Marghera 
warehouse and manufactured into 
CLT panels for use throughout the 
project.

Local spruce sourced  from forests 
in Veneto & Trentino regions

Timber purchased as logs from 
ALPI LEGNAMI at €62/cubic 
metre

Timber delivered by road 
to Marghera warehouse for 
fabrication

Arrival and storage at Marghera 
facility prior to fabrication

Large CLT panels fabricated by 
gluing of machined lamella boards at 
perpendicular orientations, as per BS 
EN 16351:2015

CLT panels are machined into ‘flat-
pack’ assembly panels, such as the 
Seminar Room walls shown here. 

Delivery from the Marghera 
warehouse to the Tronchetto site 
occurs via cargo boat. 

Brick slips and other Veneer 
materials are secured in place using 
adhesive. 

Insulation, cladding and metal 
bracket elements are assembled 
around CLT core. 

Indentations and apertures in the 
CLT are appropriately milled using 
a CNC lathe. 

Setting out is performed onsite in 
relation to the Capriccio viewpoints 
before CLT panels are assembled.

02. Rigid Insulation
External application to CLT panel structures 
ensuring internal thermal comfort. Soft 
nature of the material is required to permit 
tapering of window apertures, framing 
external views. Source: Local supplier of 
Kingspan Kooltherm or similar. 

03. Istrian Stone
Internal and external cladding material 
used throughout. Slabs are cut to minimum 
permissible thickness of 25mm to reduce 
weight before being attached to the exterior 
of the CLT shell. Source: Quarries in 
Kirmenjak, Croatia. Delivery via boat. 

06. Gold-plated brass
Where gold highlights and inserts are 
specified in the capriccio, the contractor is 
permitted to use an alternative metal clad 
in gold leaf subject to visual assessment. 
Source: Artisan metalworking studios on 
surrounding islands.

05. Brick Slips
Reclaimed bricks from around the city are 
delivered to Marghera, before being cut 
into 25mm brick slips and secured into 
the CLT structure with adhesive. Source: 
Development sites around Venice.

04. Concrete
Concrete colour-matched to the colours of 
that on-site is cast into indentations of the 
CLT as a veneer. This process is performed 
in the Marghera factory. Waste marble, 
istrian stone and brick fragments utilised as 
aggregate where possible. 

07. Verona Red Marble
The ‘red lines’ present throughout the scheme 
are constructed of Verona red marble as seen 
in the Basilica San Marco. In the seminar 
room the red line enters to form furniture. 
Intricate details will be CNC milled 
whereas others may be commissioned to a 
marble worker. Source: Verona Quarries.

PREMISE

How to evoke the Venetian Vernacular?
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A 2008 University of Wellington thesis defined ‘object facadism’ 
as ‘the design and creation of objects that present a false veil to 
the user... materials that pretend to be something other than what 
they are’. This concept of facadism, the use of certain materials as 
a veneer or stage set, has been a driving force behind the material 
logic seen throughout the Steering Committee’s HQ. With the 
goal of reducing weight on the existing bridge structure and 
reducing the overall embodied energy of the proposal, materials 
are manipulated to deceive. 

+
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Exploded construction of the 
Seminar Room’s western wall. 
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Various educated assumptions have been made with regard to the existing 
bridge forming the site of the Steering Committee’s HQ. No information 
on the bridge is available online and it is not present on any map; the only 
evidence of it’s existence is through satellite imagery and first hand experience. 

Logos present on the bridge design led to Italian company SIGMAc, providers 
of pre-tensioned concrete components located in Mestre. Email contact with 
the company was attempted but received no reply; investigation of the SIGMA 
website returned the structural documents to the left from which estimations 
can be made.
 
The existing bridge appears to be constructed of white pre-tensioned 
concrete t-bars and slab, with asphalt and paving stone facing to the surface. 
The construction is in four equal sections with two end pieces meeting dry 
land, supported on a concrete piling system. Construction of the Steering 
Committee’s HQ has been proposed in timber from an early stage to reduce 
weight on the existing bridge structure. To mitigate the risk of structural 
instability, care must be taken to ensure:

Assumed maximum design 
load on the existing bridge

Approx. calculated load of the 
proposed bridge landscape>

+

C4.3: STRUCTURAL STRATEGY

STRUCTURAL ASSUMPTIONS

Reinhabiting the concrete ‘Bridge to Nowhere’

(Above) Structural specifications obtained 
from SIGMA SRL website. 

(Below) Site Photos obtained on survey 
visit, 17.01.20.

A - SIGHT LINES FROM 
CAPRICCIO VIEWPOINT
B - SEE DETAIL SR-D1A
C - FIXTURES INTO EXISTING PRE-
TENSIONED CONCRETE BRIDGE 
STRUCTURE
D - COPPER ROOF WITH RW 
RUNOFF
E - PROJECTING CANOPY
F - TABLE AND SEATING
G - TIDAL GAUGE WATER TANK
H- INSET RED MARBLE LINE
I - BRICK SLIP VENEER
J - ISTRIAN STONE VENEER
K - CLERESTORY APERTURE

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K
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NOTE: EXAMPLE WINDOW REVEAL 
SHOWN. CONTRACTOR TO 
ENSURE REVEAL IS CORRECTLY 
MEASURED, CALIBRATED AND 
TAPERED IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
CAPRICCIO VIEWPOINT. 

NOTE: EXISTING BRIDGE BUILDUP 
IS TBC. TRIAL PIT INVESTIGATION 
REQUIRED PRIOR TO WORK 
COMMENCING. 

NOTE: ANY DISCREPANCIES OR 
QUERIES TO BE REPORTED TO 
THE LEAD ARCHITECT

NOTE: TENDER DETAILS ARE 
PROVISIONAL ONLY AND SUBJECT 
TO CHANGE - DO NOT USE FOR 
CONSTRUCTION. 

SR-D1A - (SEMINAR ROOM, DETAIL 01A)

THE STEERING COMMITTEE’S CAPRICCIO

1:10 @ A3 11.05.20204

PROJECT:

DWG:

SCALE: ISSUE:STAGE:

Provisional typical details throughout the project, such as 
the Seminar Room construction seen here, will be issued 
and updated throughout each phase of work. Alongside 
regularly issued drawings/analysis of each Capriccio view, 
traditional details will be useful for the contractors in 
gaining another level of understanding of what systems are 
in place to ensure each Capriccio composition is achieved. 
Recording of changes to the Capriccio view in up-to-date 
2D details will also minimise the risks of miscommunication 
between parties, for example between a lead contractor and 
a sub-contractor who may enter to install the cast gold 
‘viewfinder’ seen above. 

C4.4: EXAMPLE DETAIL
A provisional typical build-up detail
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